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INSTITUTE NEWS AND RADIO NOTES

Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors

On January 6, 1937, there was held in the Institute office a meeting
of the 1936 Board of Directors to confirm the minutes of the December
2, 1936, meeting. After this action, Messrs. Batcheller and Wilson,
whose terms expired, departed and the annual meeting of the new
Board of Directors was called to order by President Beverage. Those
present were: Ralph Bown, Alfred N. Goldsmith, Virgil M. Graham,
Alan Hazeltine, Haraden Pratt, H. M. Turner, and H. P. Westman,
secretary.

Melville Eastham was reappointed treasurer to serve for 1937 and
H. P. Westman was reappointed secretary for the year.

In 1936, Mr. Beverage was elected to serve as a director for 1936-
1938. Subsequently he was elected president for 1937 and will continue
on the Board as a director through 1938 and 1939 as past president.
Because of this overlap, he submitted his resignation as an elected
director leaving that office vacant for 1937 and 1938. This vacancy is
filled by Board appointment. The constitution requires the appoint-
ment by the Board of five directors to serve one-year terms. The va-
cancy due to the resignation of President Beverage as an elected direc-
tor made essential the appointment of six directors to serve in 1937.
Those appointed were: T. A. M. Craven, L. C. F. Rorie, C. M. Jansky,
Jr., C. B. Jolliffe, A. F. Murray, and B. J. Thompson.

Action was taken on a partial list of committee personnel. The final
action will be taken to complete these lists at the February meeting
of the Board of Directors and the lists will appear in the 1937 YEAR

BOOK which will be published in March.
F. E. Terman was transferred to the grade of Fellow and J. H.

Gillies was admitted to the grade of Member. The following were trans-
ferred to the grade of Member: M. A. Acheson, H. E. Ackman, R. M.
Bowie, W. A. Ford, D. E. Foster, R. R. Hoffman, M. I. Kahl, R. N.
Palmer, A. P. Richards, L. E. West, and M. D. Wilson. Fifty applica-
tions for Associate, five for Junior, and twenty-two for Student mem-
bership were approved.

The Secretary reported that in accordance with authorization given
at a previous meeting, the services of J. D. Crawford were obtained
as advertising manager.

A part-time office boy has been employed to replace in part the ser-
vices of a full-time clerk whose resignation was recently received.
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154 Institute News and Radio Notes

As was done in 1936, the payment of a new entrance fee by delin-
quent members desirous of becoming reinstated was waived. This will
apply to reinstatements during 1937 but there is no assurance that the
policy will be continued beyond the end of the year.

A balanced budget for 1937 has been approved. An estimated in-
crease in receipts is reflected in proposed expenditures among other
things for convention, office equipment, PROCEEDINGS, standards re-
ports, YEAR BOOK, and staff salary increases equal to the reductions
made in 1932.

H. M. Turner was designated the Institute's representative on a
subgroup on Communication Symbols operating under the Sectional
Committee on Graphical Symbols and Abbreviations for use on Draw-
ings.

The paid membership at the end of 1936 was reported as 5195 com-
pared with 4423 at the end of 1935, an increase of about seventeen
per cent.

Joint Meeting of the Institute and the American Section of the
International Scientific Radio Union

The annual joint meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers and
the American Section of the International Scientific Radio Union will
be held in Washington, D. C., on April 30, 1937. This all -day meeting
is an important feature of the week which attracts to Washington every
year an increasingly large number of scientists and scientific societies.
Papers on the more fundamental and scientific aspects of radio will be
presented. Titles of papers offered for this program should be submitted
immediately. It is desirable but not necessary that abstracts be sub-
mitted with the titles. An abstract will be required by March 20. The
program, with abstracts, will be mailed to those interested before the
meeting. Correspondence should be addressed to Mr. S. S. Kirby,
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

Committee Work

NEW YORK PROGRAM COMMITTEE

A meeting of the New York Program Committee was held in the
Institute office on December 20, 1936, and was attended by Haraden
Pratt, chairman; R. R. Beal, G. C. Connor, Alan Hazeltine, Keith
Henney, R. A. Heising, George Lewis, H. F. Olson, L. G. Pacent, J. C.
Schelleng, B. J. Thompson, and H. P. Westman, secretary.

The meeting was devoted to the editing of five technical committee
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reports which collectively comprise the review of radio activities for
1936 which is published elsewhere in this issue.

STANDARDS COMMITTEE

The Standards Committee met in the Institute office on December
22 and those present were L. C. F. Hoyle, chairman; J. Blanchard (rep-
resenting William Wilson), H. F. Olson, J. C. Schelleng, B. J. Thomp-
son, H. M. Turner, H. A. Wheeler, and H. P. Westman, secretary.

The report on definitions of the Technical Committee on Electro-
acoustics was reviewed. A number of items were referred to the com-
mittee for further consideration.

TELEVISION AND FACSIMILE COMMITTEE

Two meetings of the Television and Facsimile Committee were held
in the Institute office, the first on November 20 and the second on
December 14. The meetings were devoted to the preparation of a re-
view of the field for 1936 for presentation at the annual meeting of the
Institute. The November meeting was attended by J. V. L. Hogan,
chairman; F. J. Bingley, (representing A. F. Murray), C. W. Horn,
E. F. Kingsbury, H. M. Lewis, R. J. Wise (representing J. W. Milnor),
and H. P. Westman, secretary. The meeting held in December was at-
tended by J. V. L. Hogan, chairman; J. W. Arnold, E. W. Engstrom,
C. W. Horn, H. M. Lewis, Henry Sheve (representing R. H. Manson),
J. E. Young, and H. P. Westman, secretary.

Institute Meetings
BUFFALO -NIAGARA SECTION

A meeting of the Buffalo -Niagara Section was held on December 9
at the University of Buffalo and attended by twenty-seven. G. C.
Crom, chairman, presided.

A paper on "Vibrators and Their Transformers" was presented by
C. T. Wallis of Delco Applicance Corporation. He discussed the various
methods of obtaining B supply for automotive receivers. Among these
was the vibrator which has been used for years by the telephone indus-
try as a pole changer.

Characteristic curves of automobile storage batteries were shown
and disclosed wide variation in voltage with temperature, degree of
charge, and the condition of the battery. A vibrator frequency of one
hundred cycles per second is most suitable for the self -rectifying type
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of vibrator. Photomicrograms of tungsten contact surfaces magnified
one hundred and fifty diameters showed granular structure of thirty
thousand grains per square millimeter. Interlocked grains in a cross
section of tungsten rod had fifty thousand grains per square millimeter.
Other slides showed the heterogeneous structure of the material. Tung-
sten has proved to be the most satisfactory material for contacts prob-
ably because of the formation of suitable oxide. The gray oxide appears
to prevent sticking while the higher blue oxide apparently causes it.
Rebound is prevented by employing a rugged frame and proper reed
dimensions and stress. The design of the transformer and electrical
system is very important.

R. H. Sullivan, associated with Mr. Wallis, then presented a brief
theoretical treatment of vibrators. The paper was discussed by Messrs.
Crom, Hector, Huntsinger, Waud and others.

The January meeting of the Section was held on the sixth at the
University of Buffalo. Chairman Crom presided and there were forty-
one present.

George Lewis of the International Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany presented a paper on "Radio Manufacturing in Europe." He
outlined the relations of the various national and international com-
munications companies with respect to operating and manufacturing.
Slides illustrated views of research laboratories and factories. The
existence of national economic restrictions which may result in dis-
couraging uniformity in radio manufacture because of local political
considerations were described. Illustrations were shown of several
types of European broadcast receivers.

CHICAGO SECTION

On December 18, the annual meeting of the Chicago Section was
held at the Hotel LaSalle and was attended by 100. H. C. Vance, chair-
man, presided. There were twenty-two at the informal dinner which
preceded the meeting.

A paper on "A Stable Negative Resistance Oscillator of Small
Harmonic Content" was presented by H. J. Reich, association professor
of electrical engineering at the University of Illinois. In it Dr. Reich
pointed out that a negative resistance oscillator, of which the dynatron
is the most common example, has excellent frequency stability and low
harmonic content when operated near the threshold of oscillation.
Investigation of the Roberts' circuit which employs resistance neutral-
ization, shows that its slope is such that the amplitude of the oscillator
may be kept as small as desired. Experimental measurements indicate

11,
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that such an oscillator could be adjusted to give a total harmonic con-
tent of less than one-half per cent and high frequency stability, and
is free from the objectionable features of oscillators which depend on
secondary emission. Small oscillation amplitude is insured by use of
automatic amplitude control which helps to maintain constant output
over the frequency range.

In the election of officers, J. K. Johnson of the Wells -Gardner Com-
pany was designated chairman; J. E. Brown of the Zenith Radio Cor-
poration, vice chairman; and V. J. Andrew, consulting engineer, was
named secretary -treasurer.

CINCINNATI SECTION

The November meeting of the Cincinnati Section was held on the
24th and attended by thirty-six. G. F. Platts, vice chairman, presided
and the meeting was held at the University of Cincinnati.

Austin Armer of the Engineering Sales Department of the Magna-
vox Company presented a paper on "Photo -Radio Analogs." These
comprised a number of rigid analogies between radio and photography.
One was the similarity between the emulsion exposure curve of a film
and the plate-current-grid-voltage curve of a vacuum tube. Both
curves exhibit cutoff and saturation regions. The use of emulsions giv-
ing different gamma ratios was compared to using tubes with different
amplification factors. Several excellent photographic slides were ex-
hibited and demonstrated the effects of underexposure and overexpo-
sure. Principles of color photography were outlined and slides of several
commercial types shown. The paper was discussed by Messrs. Farnon,
Freeman, and Osterbrock.

C. D. Barbulesco, chairman, presided at the annual meeting of the
section which was held at the University of Cincinnati on December 15
and attended by forty-six.

A paper on "Stabilized Feedback" was presented by C. E. Kilgour,
research engineer for the Crosley Radio Corporation. The speaker
reviewed the derivation of equations for feed -back conditions as given
in Black's original paper. Charts showing decibel loss and output phase
angle as functions of the B product and the loop phase angle were
shown. With their aid, the performance of simple circuits was formu-
lated, and demonstrated phase angle correction, frequency distortion
correction, hum reduction, harmonic distortion reduction, and the
conditions for stability of gain of an amplifier. Recent circuits utilizing
degeneration in the output tube circuit only were shown and how each
circuit affected the effective plate resistance of the tube was explained.
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In the election of officers, G. F. Platts, engineer -in -charge of Sta-
tions WLW, WSAI, and W8XAL was designated chairman; W. W.
Boes of the W. W. Boes Company, vice chairman; and A. P. Richards
of the Crosley Radio Corporation was named secretary -treasurer.

CLEVELAND SECTION

The December 18 meeting of the Cleveland Section held at Case
School of Applied Science was attended by forty-six. R. M. Pierce,
chairman, presided. As this was the annual meeting, new officers were
elected. R. A. Fox of the United Broadcasting Company was named
chairman; W. F. Akers of Strong -Carlisle -Hammond Company, vice
chairman; and R. L. Kline of Kladag Radio Laboratories was desig-
nated secretary -treasurer.

H. S. Knowles, chief engineer of the Jensen Manufacturing Com-
pany presented a paper on "Recent Acoustical Improvements in Radio
Receiver Design." He outlined briefly the history of loud -speaker de-
velopment and the use of electrical and mechanical analogies in an
investigation of the subject. Several systems employed to improve low-
frequency response were outlined. He described some recent develop-
ments of a cabinet having an opening in the back of approximately one
square foot in area and the walls of which are acoustically treated to
lower the natural period of resonance. Performance of speakers in such
a housing was indicated by graphs.

CONNECTICUT VALLEY SECTION

The annual meeting of the Connecticut Valley Section was held on
December 17 in the Hartford Electric Light Company Auditorium.
M. E. Bond, chairman, presided and there were fifty-three present.

In the business meeting, K. S. Van Dyke was designated to present
to the Connecticut State legislature the endorsement of the section of
recommendations on the "Minimum Needs of Connecticut State
College."

In balloting for new officers, F. H. Scheer of the F. W. Sickles Com-
pany was elected chairman; D. E. Noble of Connecticut State College,
vice chairman; and B. E. Atwood, United American Bosch Corpora-
tion, secretary -treasurer.

J. J. Lamb, Technical Editor of QST presented a paper on "Reduc-
ing Noise in Radio Communication." He pointed out that interference
may be of an oscillatory or nonoscillatory type. The form of interfer-
ence may be damped or undamped. Nonoscillatory interference may
be of the separated pulse type as a spark or continuous pulse type as
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generated by a commutator. Interference may be reduced before reach-
ing the receiver by means of special antennas and the use of line filters.
In the receiver, it may be reduced by using limiting devices in the
audio -frequency circuits or in the radio -frequency circuit by high selec-
tivity, noise silencing which momentarily disables the intermediate
system, and superregenerative detectors. The use of selectivity and
noise -silencing circuits was demonstrated using as a source of noise the
spark from a high tension ignition coil and by a relaxation oscillator
discharging through a spark plug.

DETROIT SECTION

E. C. Denstaedt presided at the annual meeting of the Detroit Sec-
tion which was held on December 18 in the Detroit News Conference
room. There were fifty-two present and twelve attended the dinner
which preceded the meeting.

A paper on "Recent Developments in Electronic Control" was pre-
sented by R. A. Powers, chief engineer of the Electronics Control
Corporation. He described briefly several problems which had been
solved through electronic control. These included a fabric tester which
indicated loss of pile, color, and imperfection in weave as the cloth is
rolled from one bolt to another. A brief description was given of an
apparatus for sorting rock salt and automatically ejecting discolored
lumps by a jet of compressed air controlled by a photoelectric cell and
amplifier, the whole equipment being designed to work in the salt -
laden atmosphere of a mine. There was also described camera equip-
ment for taking high speed pictures of the finish of a horse race. A
"smoothness gauge" to record the quality of a finished surface consists
of a piezoelectric pickup which is drawn over the surface of the ma-
terial. Its output is passed through an amplifier having uniform am-
plification up to 1000 cycles. Its output, drives a piezoelectric recording
pen which draws a magnified outline of the surface on a paper tape.
The equipment enables a direct comparison between the smoothness
of two surfaces and the establishment of standards for surface finishing.
Its advantage over an optical lever type of recorder is that it may be
used in the presence of vibrations from machinery and will hold its
calibration for long periods of time. It was discussed by Messrs. Byer-
lay, Roush, and Shaffer.

In the election of officers, R. L. Davis, a consulting engineer, was
designated chairman; E. H. Lee of the Federal Communications
Commission office, vice chairman; and H. S. Gould of the University
of Michigan was re-elected secretary -treasurer.
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EMPORIUM SECTION

The annual meeting of the Emporium Section was held on Decem-
ber 10 at the Sylvania Club with R. R. Hoffman, chairman, presiding.
There were eighty-two present and all attended the dinner which pre-
ceded the meeting. M. I. Kahl of the Hygrade Sylvania Corporation
was elected chairman; H. W. Abbott of the same company, vice chair-
man; and R. N. Palmer also of that company was designated secre-
tary -treasurer.

An award set up in January for that member of the section, exclu-
sive of the Executive Committee, who had done most to promote the
activities of the section throughout the year was presented to Dr.
Kievit who, in responding spoke briefly of actions of the Sections Com-
mittee at its meetings at Cleveland and Rochester.' M. I. Kahl was
presented with an Institute membership emblem in appreciation of his
efforts as a member of the Executive Committee.

William Wilson, assistant director of research at Bell Telephone
Laboratories presented a paper on "Research Organization." In it Dr.
Wilson briefly outlined the historical evolution and development of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories and pointed out the many scientific
and engineering aspects of problems attending such a complex service
as a telephone system. He discussed many ramifications encountered
in the solution of generalized problems and demonstrated the need for
a common meeting ground upon which a subdivision of problems of
individualized telephone units might be made. To solve more expedi-
tiously the problems common to these many individualized units and
to promote co-ordination, standardization, and better and more salable
service the Bell Telephone Laboratories were organized. A general
problem breaks down into many problems of highly specialized char-
acter as it progresses from its embryonic stage of an idea to its finished
product form of a service. Coursing its way through pure research,
development, manufacture, distribution, and operation and main-
tenance in engineering fields, the product emerges as a materialized
integration of compromises wrought by highly specialized demands
upon it. That these compromises may represent the best over-all prod-
uct achievable with the existing state of the art, the pathway along
which a product passes must undergo examination by highly special-
ized minds for competent analysis.

Los ANGELES SECTION

A meeting of the Los Angeles Section was held at the Los Angeles
Junior College on November 17 with C. R. Daily, chairman, presiding.
There were thirty-nine present at the meeting and eleven attended the
informal dinner which preceded it.
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A paper on the "Mt. Palomar Short -Wave Radiophone Link" was
presented by S. S. MacKeown of the California Institute of Tech-
nology. The radiotelephone link which Dr. MacKeown described is
used in connection with the construction of the two -hundred -inch
telescope at Mt. Palomar and permits communication from there to
the California Institute of Technology. The effects of atmospheric
humidity on the refraction of the waves was considered in detail. A
description of the equipment was given.

The December meeting of the section was held on the 15th at the
studios of KNX. C.R. Daily, chairman, presided and there were ninety-
five at the meeting. Twenty-two attended the informal dinner which
preceded it.

The first paper on "Development of a High Fidelity Receiver" was
by J. F. Blackburn, consulting physicist, who described the develop-
ment of a high fidelity receiver and presented a demonstration of it in
comparison with several other broadcast receivers.

The second paper was on "Monitoring Broadcast Transmission" by
Harry Spears, audio -frequency engineer, of the Columbia Broadcasting
System. The paper was based on the new equipment installed at KNX.

is purposely limited in quality so
that the monitoring engineer can compensate for the effects of long
land lines and other system limitations. The paper was concluded with
a demonstration of lateral and vertical cut records. It was discussed
by Messrs. Beeman and Hilliard.

As this was the annual meeting, new officers were elected. Douglas
Kennedy of Los Angeles Junior College was elected chairman; R. 0.
Brooke of the National Broadcasting Company was named vice chair-
man; and F. G. Albin of United Artists was made secretary -treasurer.

NEW YORK MEETING

The annual meeting of the Institute was held in the Engineering
Societies Building on January 6. Professor Hazeltine read a short note
from the retiring vice president, Valdemar Poulsen, and after a brief
résumé of Institute activities during 1936, introduced President Bever-
age. A short statement was presented by him. The technical portion
of the meeting was devoted to the presentation of the five reviews on
developments in radio in 1936 which will be found elsewhere in this
issue. The meeting was attended by 350 members and guests.

PHILADELPHIA SECTION

On December 3 a meeting of the Philadelphia Section was held in
the Engineers Club. Irving Wolff, chairman, presided and there were 280
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at the meeting. Twelve were present at the dinner which preceded it.
L. J. Hartley of the General Electric Company Bridgeport plant

presented a paper on "Production Testing Equipment." He described
the factory, its testing equipment, the arrangement of assembly belts
and roller tables to facilitate testing, and the associated equipment.
The use of a few crystal oscillators to control many frequencies, a mas-
ter oscillator system for generating testing currents, low impedance
cables for their distribution throughout the factory, and the central-
ization of power control apparatus immediately adjacent to the mas-
ter frequency oscillator were described.

All equipment is panel -mounted which provides easy accessibility
and rapid interchangeability. Twenty frequencies between 145 kilo-
cycles and' 60 megacycles are generated. Some are modulated at 400
or 500 cycles and others at 3500 and 10,000 cycles. In addition, an
audio -frequency sweep signal is provided for testing loud-speakers.
Distribution cables are insulated with low capacitance rubber for fre-
quencies up to six megacycles and air -insulated for the remainder.
Cables are lead -covered and carried in channel iron racks. Radio -
frequency leakage is minimized by bonding cables and racks every
eight feet. About one hundred and fifty final test positions are supplied
from the distributing system. Test positions are equipped with panels
for a loud -speaker, output and hum meter, line selector and attenuator,
power supply and filter, and terminals for radio -frequency alignment.
At the intermediate -frequency alignment positions are panels for a
loud -speaker, an audio -frequency amplifier for the vertical deflecting
plates, a cathode-ray oscilloscope, line coupling and attenuator, power
supply and filter and terminals. The intermediate -frequency master
oscillator is equipped with a motor -driven variable capacitor which
gives a special wave form that can be easily observed on the cathode-
ray oscilloscope. The paper was discussed by Messrs. Field, Mcllwain,
More and others.

PITTSBURGH SECTION

B. Lazich, chairman, presided at the December 15 meeting of the
Pittsburgh Section which was held at the Fort Pitt Hotel and attended
by twelve.

A paper on a "Push -Pull Stabilized Triode Voltmeter" was pre-
sented by C. Williamson, professor at Carnegie Institute of Technology
and John Nagy of the U. S. Bureau of Mines. In the circuit described,
the circuit constants were fixed and the tubes were matched to them
by7changes in amplification factor and transconductance effected by
adjustable shunt resistors. This adjustment is easy to make and once
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the amplification factor balance is obtained, the supply voltage can be
varied by five per cent with no loss of precision. Voltages of the order
of 10-5 can be measured when the instrument is used with a suitable
output circuit galvanometer. The instrument was exhibited and the
paper was discussed by Messrs. Allen, Gabler, Krause, Miller, Stark,
and Sutherlin.

SEATTLE SECTION

On December 4 a meeting of the Seattle Section was held at the
Swedish Hospital and attended by fifty-three. E. D. Scott, chairman,
presided.

J. E. Henderson, professor of physics at the University of Washing-
ton, presented a paper on "The Projection of 800 -Kilovolt Electrons
into Space." The objective of the research work which was described
is to obtain the radiation emitted when a high velocity electron collides
with an atom from various types of material. This requires a high en-
ergy beam of electrons and the paper dealt mostly with the construc-
tion and operation of an electron gun to produce this beam. The paper
was closed with a demonstration which showed the effects produced on
various materials when placed in the high energy beam. The equipment
is contained in a thick walled concrete room and viewed through a
window. After the demonstration, the equipment was turned off and
the apparatus examined more closely.

TORONTO SECTION

On December 14 a meeting of the Toronto Section was held at the
University of Toronto and presided over by B. deF. Bayly, chairman.
There were ninety present and ten of these attended the dinner which
preceded the meeting.

D. G. Geiger, transmission engineer of the Bell Telephone Company
of Canada, presented a paper on "Telephone Lines for Radio Pro-
gram Transmission." The speaker analyzed first the composition of
familiar tones. It was then pointed out that the range of the human
ear extends from ten cycles to 25,000 cycles in frequency and from zero
to 120 decibels in volume. Further tests have shown that if frequencies
from fifty to eight thousand cycles are transmitted for radio programs,
the quality is sufficiently good so that very few people notice any
marked improvement if the range is extended.

The transmission engineer must maintain the same quality at all
repeater stations along a telephone circuit and information was given
on the methods and equipment to accomplish this. To overcome the
effects of attenuation and phase distortion, repeaters are used every
fifty miles and adjusted to compensate for the effects on the signal -of
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the section of line with which the repeater is associated. To correctfor the effect of the line capacitance, loading inductances are located
every three thousand feet. In addition, a bridge circuit automatically
holds the resistance of the circuit to a desired fixed value in spite of the
effects of temperature changes on the line. Cross sections of various
telephone cables were shown and methods of spacing and arranging
pairs to avoid cross talk explained. Signal levels are maintained as low
as noise and cross talk will permit because of the modulation effect of
the loading coils at higher levels. Open -wire lines were described and theirlower attenuation per mile pointed out. Repeaters may be spaced one
hundred and fifty miles apart. The moisture condition of the line is an
important factor and variations require compensation.

The paper was closed with a demonstration of the effects of the
various factors met with in transmitting programs over telephone cir-
cuits. Analysis of the tones produced by various musical instrumentswas given by records. The improvements in records during the past
few years were demonstrated and it was evident that present-day re-cords produce much less background and needle noise and have agreater frequency range as well as an increased range of volume level.

WASHINGTON SECTION

The annual meeting of the Washington Section was held on Decem-ber 14 in the Potomac Electric Power Company auditorium. There
were fifty-four present and twenty-nine attended the dinner which
preceded the meeting. C. L. Davis, chairman, presided.

A symposium on government radio communication subjects was
comprised of short papers presented by the following: T. A. M. Craven,chief engineer, Federal Communications Commission; J. H. Dellinger,chief of the Radio Section of the National Bureau of Standards; andH. G. Dorsey, principal electrical engineer of the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey. A sound motion picture on "Coast Guard Communi-
cations" was presented by the U. S. Coast Guard.

In the election of officers, W. Burgess of the Naval Research Labo-
ratories was named chairman; G. C. Gross of the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, vice chairman; and E. H. Rietzke of the Capital
Radio Engineering Institute was designated secretary -treasurer.

Correction
On page 1509, formula 10, of the paper "This Matter of Contact

Potential," by R. M. Bowie, which appeared in the November, 1936,
issue of the PROCEEDINGS, the quantity Ep/A should be preceded bya minus sign.
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RADIO PROGRESS DURING 1936

PART I-REPORT BY THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON ELECTROACOUSTICS*

INTRODUCTION .

THE radio engineer is, in general, interested in three major divisions
of applied acoustics; namely, instruments for the conversion of
electrical into acoustical vibrations and vice versa, the trans-

mission of sound through the air and its environs, and the sensations
produced by the impact of the waves upon the ear drum. The great
strides made in these fields in the past few years may in a large part
be accredited to the remarkable developments in laboratory technique
and equipment which have furnished the engineer with proper tools
for carrying on intelligent experimental research and development. In
addition, the use and extension of the existing theory have facilitated
the solution of complete and extended investigations. Passing from
the general to the specific applications of applied acoustics in radio,
the subjects may be classified as loud -speakers, microphones, tele-
phone receivers, studios, physiological acoustics, instruments, and
technique for making acoustical measurements, theoretical studies, etc.

It is the purpose of this report to consider the progress and ad-
vancement that have been accomplished in the divisions outlined
above during the past year. Of course, progress has been a gradual
process during the past few years, and the advancement in certain
divisions cannot be ascribed to a specific year. In this report, these
intangible advances will be considered in the cases where a definite
culmination has been achieved.

LOUD -SPEAKERS

The performance of loud -speakers used in radio receivers has been
improved during the past year by advancements in the design of the
speaker mechanism and by the development of suitable acoustic sys-
tems for coupling the driving system to the air. In the low -frequency
range the 'following advancements have been made: Extension of the
low -frequency limit of reproduction, improved efficiency, smoother
response -frequency characteristics, and reduced nonlinear distortion.
The high -frequency range has been improved by an extension of the

* Decimal classification. 621.385.97. Presented before New York Meeting,
January 6, 1937.
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range, a more uniform response -frequency characteristic, a broader
and equalized spatial distribution, and an improved efficiency.

Among the first devices used commercially to mitigate or to re-
move cabinet resonance was an "absorption" system consisting of one
or more Helmholtz resonators placed within the cabinet with the
mouths of the resonators located in an effective position. Further study
and use have been made of this system during the past year. The size
and position of the resonators are the important factors which influ-
ence the performance of the over-all system. The net result of a prop-
erly designed resonator system is a more uniform response character-
istic and an extension of the low -frequency range.

The acoustical labyrinth' consists of an absorbent walled conduit
tightly coupled to the back of a cone loud -speaker diaphragm. Its
open end discharges through an opening in the bottom of the cabinet
within which it is folded. Further investigation of its performance
made during the past year shows that the labyrinth obeys the theory
of a piston -driven tube, modified by absorption at the walls. An anti -
resonance occurs when the tube is one -quarter wave length long. At
this frequency the impedance becomes a very high resistance. The
deleterious effect of the primary mechanical resonance of the loud-
speaker may be eliminated by choosing the constants so that the fre-
quency of the mechanical resonance of the loud -speaker occurs at the
antiresonance frequency of the tube. This frequency is approximately
an octave below the cutoff frequency of the system. At the first half-
wave -length resonance, the impedance becomes essentially that of the
open end and there is a phase reversal through the tube. The velocity
at the open end is then in phase with that at the front of the diaphragm,
the radiation from both sources is additive and an increase in response
is secured. The rising absorption of the tube lining damps out the
higher order resonances, the impedance remaining predominantly re-
sistive and transmission being very small above about 150 cycles.
Measurements indicate the complete elimination of the usual cavity
resonance, a substantial extension downward of the frequency range
and a large improvement in the fidelity of response to impulsive sounds.

The acoustic phase inverter or "Magic Voice,"2 introduced com-
mercially this year, consists of a loud -speaker driving mechanism
mounted in a back -enclosed cabinet with a pipe or several pipes cou-
pling the cabinet volume to the air. This system in its simplest form
consists of the loud -speaker acoustic reactance and radiation resistance
connected in series with the acoustic capacitance of the cabinet, the

1 Benjamin Olney, Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer., vol. 8, no. 2, p. 104, (1936).
2 C. 0. Caulton, E. T. Dickey, and S. V. Perry, Radio Eng., p. 8, October,

(1936).
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cabinet capacitance being shunted by the acoustic reactance and radi-
ation resistance of the tubes. The phase of the volume current on the
front side of the cone differs from that on the back side by 180 degrees.
The phase of the volume currents in the capacitance of the cabinet
and inertance of the tubes may differ by 180 degrees in case of no
resistance and in the case of resistance, somewhat less, depending upon
the amount of resistance. Therefore, the constants may be chosen
so that the volume currents issuing from the front of the cone and the
tubes are practically in phase. This system increases the effective radi-
ation resistance and reduces the effective reactance. The low -frequency
range is increased and a smoother response characteristic is obtained.

The combination horn and direct radiator loud -speaker' consists of
a horn coupled to the back side of a cone loud -speaker mechanism and
an acoustic capacitance for changing the output from the horn to the
open side of the cone for the reproduction of the mid- and high -fre-
quency ranges. The combination of a horn and cone results in high
efficiency and smooth response at the low frequencies. By suitable
selection of constants in this system the cone can be made small for
good efficiency and wide distribution as a direct radiator for the mid -
and high -frequency ranges. A cone with a single coil is used for repro-

7000 cycles. For reproduction to 12,000 cycles a double
voice coil is used in place of a single voice coil driving system. This
loud -speaker has been introduced during the past year as a monitoring
loud -speaker in broadcast stations, sound motion picture recording,
and high quality radio reproduction.

The high -frequency range of the better radio receivers has also
been extended during the past year. For this moderate increase in
range, an aluminum voice coil driving a suitably processed cone has
been employed quite extensively.

With the extension of the high -frequency range, there has been an
increased use of deflectors and diffusers for spreading the high -fre-
quency radiation, particularly in the case of large cones. These have,
in general, been of two types: the large vane which acts as a reflector
and the small multivane type which is coupled close to the cone and
functions as a multihorn. Quite uniform directional characteristics may
be obtained with properly designed diffusers or deflectors.

Considerable attention has been directed toward reduction of non-
linear distortion in loud -speakers used for the higher grade radio re-
ceivers. Studies and developments have been made of new suspensions
which have a more nearly constant stiffness over large amplitudes.

3 H. F. Olson and R. A. Hackley, PROC. I.R.E., vol. 24, pp. 1557-1566;
December, (1936).
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Large field structures, together with well- designed voice coils, have re-
duced distortion by maintaining a constant "flux -turns" product with
amplitude.

New magnetic materials have made it possible to design small and
economical permanent magnet field structures for dynamic loud -speak-
ers, with air gap flux densities comparable to those obtained with
electromagnets. Consequently, permanent magnet dynamic loud-
speakers have found widespread use during the past year in battery -
operated receivers, centralized radio, and other applications where
electrical field excitation is not readily available or expedient.

Complete screening of the air gap has, in the past, been reserved
for speakers used in surroundings carrying large amounts of dust and
ferromagnetic particles. With reduced voice coil air gap clearances,
to obtain greater over-all efficiency and a reduction of field excitation,
screening has become almost imperative for all types of loud -speakers,
regardless of their use.

The reduction of noise due to various kinds of interference in auto-
mobile receivers has made it possible to extend the high -frequency
range. In order to maintain a balanced response characteristic a cor-
responding increase in the low -frequency response is necessary. In one
type of dash loud -speaker introduced this year, the low -frequency
range has been extended, by sealing the back edge of the case to the
fire wall which has holes drilled for coupling the "case volume" to the
outside air. Another arrangement that has been introduced to extend
the frequency range consists of a large low -frequency loud -speaker,
which may be located out of the way under the dash and a small high -
frequency loud -speaker mounted in the dash or header for good dis-
tribution of high -frequency radiation.

LOUD -SPEAKERS IN ALLIED FIELDS

In the allied fields of sound motion pictures, sound re -enforcing,
public address, and general announcing high power and high efficiency
loud -speakers are required. Some of the advancements made in these
fields during the past year will be briefly described.

For sound motion picture reproduction in large theaters a two-
channel loud-speaker4'5,6 has been generally adopted. This system con-
sists of a short horn, either straight or folded, driven by two or more
dynamic loud -speakers for the reproduction of low frequencies. High
frequencies are reproduced by specially designed dynamic units driving

John Hilliard, Academy Research Council, March, (1936).
5 John Hilliard, Electronics, p. 24, March, (1936).

Flannagan, Wolf, and Jones, Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
Rochester Convention, October, (1936).
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a multicellular horn. Several of these horns are available with different
numbers of cells and arrangements to permit the most satisfactory
distribution of sound in theaters of different shapes. The output from
the amplifier is distributed between the two elements by means of the
dividing network. The overlap region is usually placed somewhere be-
tween 200 and 500 cycles, depending upon the design of the loud-
speaker elements. Both the high- and low -frequency loud -speakers are
installed in one compact assembly which may be either flown or
mounted on the stage.

The compound horn loud -speaker' consisting of a single mechanism
coupled to two horns, a straight axis high -frequency horn, and a folded
low -frequency horn, has been used for reproduction in small theaters
and for portable sound re -enforcing systems.

The re -enforcement and reproduction of sound in auditory per-
spective was extended to the open air theater during the past year. On
the night of August 17 at the Hollywood Bowl a concert for the benefit
of the Los Angeles Orchestra was presented. For this occasion a three -
channel outdoor stereophonic sound re -enforcing system was set up.
The level varied less than ±5 decibels over the seating area for 22,500
people for a frequency range of. 50 to 10,000 cycles, and a re -enforce-
ment of about 16 decibels was realized.

HEAD TELEPHONE RECEIVERS

The continued use of head telephone receivers is due to the many ad-
vantages possessed by this type of sound generator for monitoring in
radio broadcasting and for certain applications in radio reception,
particularly in limited spaces and temporary locations.

A dynamic type of telephone receiver8 having uniform response
over a wide frequency range has been developed and introduced. A
new type of vibrating system compensates for the loss of low -frequency
response due to the normal leak between the ear cap and the ear. Uni-
form response is maintained at the high frequencies by employing a
system of small effective acoustic mass reactance.

MICROPHONES

The general fidelity, involving such considerations as frequency
range, uniformity of response, and distortion, of high quality micro-
phones has always been superior to that of loud -speakers. It is a com-
paratively simple matter to design a microphone with uniform re -

7 H. F. Olson and F. Massa, Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer., vol. 8, no. 2, p. 48,
(1936).

8 H. F. Olson, Jour. Soc. Mot. Pict. Eng., vol. 27, no. 5 p. 539, (1936).
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sponse over a wide frequency range. However, a universal microphone
with one set of fixed characteristics does not adequately satisfy the
manifold problems of sound collection. For example, both directional
and nondirectional microphones have definite applications; nonuni-
form response over a limited range may be fitted for pickup and trans-
mission under certain conditions; weight and size may sometimes be a
consideration; while for other uses, high output may be more desirable
than small weight, etc. Consequently, during the past few years micro-
phones have been developed to satisfy some new problems in sound
pickup or to effect an improvement over existing microphones used in
some collection problem.

For wide angle distortionless pickup, a moving coil microphones
which responds uniformly to sound arriving from any direction was
developed. The appearance of the microphone is the direct outcome of
research studies of diffraction, the principal cause of directivity in
other pressure type microphones. The small spherical shape reduces
diffraction to a minimum while the flat circular screen in front of the
diaphragm practically eliminates the remaining directivity. A novel
design of the diaphragm and magnet structure achieves a smooth re-
sponse characteristic together with an unusually high ratio of output
level to weight. If studio technique or undesirable acoustic interference
requires the use of a semidirectional microphone like the existing con-
ventional dynamic type a diffraction baffle is available. This consists
simply of an annular disk which fastens over the front of the micro-
phone in place of the acoustic screen. Consequently, the new micro-
phone has a wider field of application than former types and its small
size and greater ruggedness render it still more attractive.

Directivity has been found to be desirable in certain sound collect-
ing systems to improve the ratio of direct to generally reflected sounds
and otherwise to discriminate against undesirable sounds. The bidi-
rectional ribbon microphone is a pressure gradient instrument, in
which the response corresponds to the velocity component in a sound
wave. The pressure ribbon microphone is resistance controlled, and
the response is a measure of the pressure component in a sound wave.
A combination of the outputs of the pressure and velocity ribbon
microphones produces a unidirectional characteristic. This unidirec-
tional microphonel°,11 has been found to be useful in sound motion
picture recording, radio broadcasting, and sound re -enforcing systems

g R. N. Marshall and F. F. Romanow, Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 15, no. 3,p. 405.
10 Weinberger, Olson and Massa, Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer., vol. 5, no. 2,p. 139, (1933).
11 H. F. Olson, Jour. Soc. Mot. Pict. Eng., vol. 27, no. 3, p. 284, (1936).
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in which the desired sounds originate in front and the undesired sounds
to the rear of the microphone.

Several new types of microphones employing Rochelle salt crystals
have been developed as follows: a spherical nondirectional general
purpose crystal microphone operating directly into a vacuum tube; a
single diaphragm type crystal microphone with a high capacitance
crystal element, which permits using long cables without serious loss
of output; semidirectional microphones, both of the direct and dia-
phragm actuated crystal type.

A velocity or pressure gradient condenser microphone" has been
developed. The action depends upon the variation in capacitance be-
tween the vibrating ribbon and an insulated metallic grill.

ELECTROMECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS

There have been numerous advancements in the field of sound
recording and reproduction by means of disk recordings.

During the past year the improvements on the volume expander
have been in the nature of reduction of distortion.

A new pickup" has been developed for phonograph reproduction.
the lighter vibrating system has extended the range to 8000 cycles.
The pickup pressure on the record has been reduced from 31-- to 11
ounces, which reduces the surface noise and decreases record wear.
High sensitivity has been maintained.

A new vertical disk pickup or reproducer has been developed in
which the vibrating system is substantially lighter than previous re-
producers. The system is practically aperiodic and operates at a stylus
pressure of less than an ounce.. Its response is uniform over a frequency
range of 11,000 cycles at about the same efficiency as other repro-
ducers of the moving coil type. The stylus is of diamond and requires
no replacing.

With the rapid increase in the use of both lateral and vertical disk
records in broadcasting, the desirability of a pickup responsive to both
types of records became apparent. This need is fulfilled by a moving
coil device, so constructed that either lateral or vertical displacement
of a permanent (diamond) stylus produces a vertical displacement of
the coil, the ratio of the velocities of the coil and of the stylus being
substantially constant over a wide range in frequency (about 8500
cycles for both types of reproduction). The operating stylus pressure
is 11 ounces.

12 Electronics, p. 21, September, (1936).
" C. M. Sinnett, Institute of Radio Engineers, Cleveland Convention, May,

(1936).
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A new type of driving and filter system for record turntables has
been developed and introduced which has a very small speed variation
at both 331 and 78 revolutions per minute.

There have been a number of developments made in direct record-
ing and reproducing apparatus" and record materials so that this type
of reproduction is now suitable for many uses.

STUDIO ACOUSTICS

The design of studios for sound collection has been advanced to
the point where it is possible to state definitely the conditions that are
required for a studio to be satisfactory under a wide variety of condi-
tions. Of course, all these improvements have been gradual over a ten-
year period and cannot be ascribed to the past year. Instruments such
as new microphones are discrete and distinct and may be relegated to
a particular year. On the other hand, broadcast studio design has been
evolved by a series of steps during the past ten years. However, during
the past year publications15'16 have shown that the design of studios
is now a fairly definite and precise engineering job. It is the purpose of
this section to summarize briefly some of the salient factors of these
publications.

The studios should be graduated in size and in corresponding acous-
tical condition to accommodate anticipated loading to the best ad-
vantage. Broadcast operating technique requires the provision of space
for the control booths so located that the studio engineer has an un-
obstructed view of the studio.

The, problem of sound insulation is a very important one because,
obviously, simultaneous operation of all the studios must be possible
without mutual interference or disturbance from extraneous noises.
The construction and selection of materials for obtaining good sound
isolation can now be specified. Cinder composition has been found to
be more desirable than terra cotta. Reduction of "mechanical noises"
is accomplished by the resilient mounting of the studio walls, floor,
and ceiling.

Noises which may be carried into the studios by the air conditioning
or ventilating ducts may be suppressed by lining the ducts with felt,
rock wool, etc., to obtain suitable attenuation of the sound carried by
the air in the duct, and by isolation of the duct at regular intervals to
suppress vibrations carried by the material of the duct. The prevention

14 A. C. Kellar, Acoustical Society of America, New York Meeting, October,
(1936).

" R. M. Morris and G. M. Nixon, Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer., vol. 8, no. 2,
p.81, (1936).

" R. M. Morris and G. M. Nixon, RCA Review, vol. 1, no. 2, p. 64, (1936).
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of "breathing" by sealing the walls against air flow before application
of the acoustic treatment has reduced the quantity of dust collected
by the acoustic material.

One of the important factors which determines the performance of
a studio is the reverberation time. The relationship between reverbera-
tion time and volume has been determined primarily from experience.
The acoustic material is the important factor in obtaining the correct
reverberation time. Methods of measuring test samples have been
established which eliminate the discrepancy usually found between
the actual absorption found in studios and the absorption attributed
to the material. The optimum reverberation time characteristic may
be obtained in a studio by a sufficient area of one treatment having
the desired frequency absorption curve. The use of the proper relative
areas of two or more treatments of complementary characteristics to
secure the proper total absorption is usually preferable because of the
latitude afforded in the decorative treatment of the studio. The
achievement of good artistic effects, together with good acoustics, may
be accomplished by suitable choice and placement of the material.

In all cases parallel and opposite reflectant surfaces should be
avoided to prevent persistent reflections or flutter. Where it is neces-
sary to place large reflectant areas in opposition, the surfaces should be
distorted or ornamentally treated to disperse effectively impinging
sound.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

The most significant characteristic which depicts the performance
of aloud -speaker is the response or sound pressure vs. frequency char-
acteristic. During the past year considerable work has been carried
out on the development of various types of equipment for obtaining
response characteristics.

Several different types of logarithmic voltmeters, which make it
possible to record directly in decibels, have been developed. Further
developments have been carried out, employing the remote cutoff
vacuum tube for logarithmic voltmeters. Use has also been made of the
logarithmic relation between the grid current and voltage to obtain a
logarithmic voltmeter having a range of 50 decibels in a single tube.

The development of automatic curve drawing equipment has re-
ceived considerable attention during the past year. One of these in-
struments employs a motor to drive both the pen stylus which traces
the curve and the attenuator in such a manner that the output of the
amplifier always matches a fixed voltage. In another form of this
method a variable voltage determined by the settings of a potentiom-
eter is balanced against the output of the amplifier. In some systems
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the attenuator or potentiometer is driven in a forward and backward
direction by a double -clutch arrangement. In another system the
attenuator driving motor is driven by thyratrons which are controlled
by the unbalanced voltage-unbalance in one direction causes rota-
tion in one direction; unbalance in the opposite direction will reverse
the motor. These systems are suitable for obtaining response -frequency
characteristics of amplifiers, reverberation characteristics of rooms, etc.

A vibration pickup" has been introduced by means of which certain
mechanical motions or vibrations may be converted into the corre-
sponding electrical currents. The output is sufficiently high to permit
direct connection to the input circuits of a cathode-ray oscillograph.

A direct indicating frequency meter" with a range 0 to 5000 cycles
has been developed and introduced. The meter consists essentially of
an amplifier, a gas discharge tube, counter circuit, diode switching
tube, frequency indicator meter, and power supply.

A pointer frequency meter" based on the measurement of the ratio
of the currents in parallel circuits with resistance and reactive im-
pedances by means of a direct -current log ohmmeter and a copper -
oxide rectifier has been described. The frequency meter is applicable
over a frequency range as high as 20 kilocycles. Power requirements
are small, being of the order of one watt.

A hum meter has been designed and built for use in radio receiver
development. It has a low impedance input (about 0.3 ohm) and is
connected directly in series with the voice coil circuit to be measured.
The hum voltage generated across this low impedance is amplified by
a two -stage amplifier and after passing through a compensation net-
work is read on an audio -frequency microammeter. The compensation
network corrects for the acoustical characteristics of the ear and for
the average radio loud -speaker, so that readings of the meter represent
true loudness levels of hum. Since the meter measures hum current, it
is free of the uncertainties connected with voltage measurements of
hum in the voice coil circuit where several elements may be generating
hum independently.

An electrical frequency analyzer" has been designed and built
which operates through a large number of electric filters arranged in
parallel, the frequencies in the different filters being distributed over
the frequency range to be analyzed according to a logarithmic law. The
amplitudes of the frequencies transmitted by the various filters are

17 H. J. Schrader, Institute of Radio Engineers, Cleveland Convention,
May, (1936).

is F. V. Hunt, Rev. Sci. Instr., vol. 6, no. 2, (1935).
19 K. Karandejew, Tech. Phys., U.S.S.R., vol. 3, p. 361, (1936).
20 E. Freystedt, Zeit. fur Tech. Phys., vol. 16, no. 12.
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rendered visible by applying the corresponding potentials to a cathode-
ray tube, so that an amplitude spectrum is obtained. With the fre-
quency range from about 40 to 5000 and three filters per octave, the
time for a complete analysis is only about 0.1 second, so that the spec-
trum can be regarded as practically simultaneous with the electric or
acoustic phenomena in question. In the case of rapidly varying sound
spectra a small film camera making about ten exposures per second
has been found useful. Examples are given of the analysis of sounds
and noises of various kind. This instrument has been used to investigate
sounds of various types, including vowels and consonants and various
wind instruments.

A motional impedance bridge has been developed consisting of a
high gain detector in the null arm of a Heaviside bridge. If the speaker
has an efficiency of 4 per cent it is necessary that the bridge have an
accuracy of 0.2 per cent in order to make measurements with an ac-
curacy of 5 per cent. It is difficult to attain this accuracy because of
the small null arm voltage, harmonics in the oscillator, harmonics
generated by the loud -speaker and because of voltages generated by
the loud -speaker acting as a microphone. A suitable detector for the
null arm consisted of an oscilloscope preceded by a high gain amplifier
with a sharp filter. By means of the oscilloscope it is possible to dif-
ferentiate the desired signal from various kinds of interference.

A metern has been developed for measuring the speed variations of
recording and reproducing machines. For testing turntables a toothed
steel wheel was built in which special precautions were taken to mini-
mize indexing and other possible errors. The current generated by
means of this wheel is supplied to an electric circuit so arranged that
variation in frequency causes deflections of a galvanometer, which are
registered on a photographic film. The principle employed, namely, a
resonant circuit off tune, has been used in earlier devices. In this meter
a push -,pull arrangement is used to reduce the errors due to variation
in voltage.

A new purely acoustical process" for measuring acoustic imped-
ance has been evolved. It is a null method in which the unknown im-
pedance is compared with a calibrated arbitrarily variable impedance.
Calibration of the equipment was extended over the range 427 to 1536
cycles by an electroacoustic method using standing waves.

Several new sound level meters have been developed during the
past year. These instruments, save for certain refinements, are similar

21 E. W. Kellogg and A. Morgan, Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer., vol. 7, no. 4,
p. 27, (1936).

22 K. Schuster, E.N.T., vol. 13, p. 164, (1936).
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to those developed during the past few years. Tentative standards"
have been established for noise meters which should be an aid in
bringing about an agreement between various observers. Tentative
standards24 have also been established for noise measurements.

A room" intended for acoustical measurements under essentially
free field conditions has been described. The absorbing material, which
consists of a number of layers of cloth separated by air spaces is shown
to have an absorption coefficient of the order of 98 to 99 per cent over
a wide frequency range. Some data are also given showing the degree
of departures of the sound field in the room from the field to be ex-
pected in free space. It is shown that it may not be possible to duplicate
a free field in an enclosed room regardless of the freedom from inter-
ference obtained, because the pressure may decrease more rapidly than
the inverse distance law applying to a free field.

A report on the calibration of microphones" has been prepared by
a Subcommittee on Fundamental Sound Measurements of American
Standards Association.

A report on Loud -Speaker Testing has been prepared by the Elec-
troacoustic Committee of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
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RADIO PROGRESS DURING 1936

PART II-REPORT BY THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON ELECTRONICS*

THE year 1936 is more noteworthy in the field of electronics for
continuation of the trends of recent years than for radical new
developments. In general terms these trends are, on the one

hand, increased knowledge, and application of this knowledge, of
the behavior of free electrons in motion as functions both of time and
of distance, and on the other hand, the utilization of mechanical struc-
tures requiring unusual precision or radically different methods of
fabrication. As is to be expected, the technical literature indicates the
greatest activity in the fields of ultra -short waves and television. In-
deed, a worker in the field of electronics may take what satisfaction
he can from the fact that progress is limited almost entirely by the
accomplishments of his co-workers in these important new fields, inas-
much as their ultimate successful development now appears to depend
upon the solution of certain clear-cut electronic problems. It is from
the real progress that has been made along this line in the past year
that the greatest encouragement may be drawn.

The workers in other branches of electronics have by no means been
idle, nor have their efforts been unrewarded. In these branches, particu-
larly those well past the pioneering period, fundamental developments
are naturally relatively infrequent. This is in contrast to the situation
some years ago when nearly every important advance in the field of
radio depended to a greater or lesser extent upon improvements of
thermionic devices.

TELEVISION TUBES

Although television is in the formative stage, activity at present
is concentrated-though not exclusively-upon a narrow range of all -
electronic methods of pickup and reproduction. The recent noteworthy
steps that have been taken in the United States and abroad leading to
the regular broadcasting of high fidelity television show most con-
clusively that there has been great progress in the practical develop-
ment of the electronic devices upon which the several systems are based.
Furthermore, it is well known that the research and development
activity on television tubes has increased markedly. It is, therefore,
somewhat surprising, at first thought, to find a relatively small number
of papers published during the year which describe important practical
advances. Of the various explanations which might be offered for this

* Decimal classification: R330X621.375.1. Presented before New York
Meeting, January 6, 1937.
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situation, perhaps the most agreeable is that the workers have been too
busy to write.

Improvements through the use of better luminescent materials
have been reported in the cathode-ray tube method of film scanning.1,2
In this method the motion picture film is scanned by the image of a
luminescent spot on a cathode-ray tube. The maximum amount of
light from a small spot is required. While there undoubtedly has been
much work on devices for direct pickup of outdoor and studio scenes
(as contrasted with pickup from motion picture film), little in the way
of important progress has been reported.

In the field of reproduction devices, there have been a number of
contributions. A cathode-ray tube has been developed which when
operated at 20,000 volts produces a sufficiently intense image on a
small screen to permit the optical projection of this image on to a sepa-
rate screen.' Zinc sulphide and mixtures of zinc sulphide with calcium
sulphide have been used to produce approximately white luminescence
with relatively high efficiency.4

In most new arts the theoretical lags behind the practical. As the
art advances and matures, the analysts examine, explain, and improve
the devices which have been developed and used. The cathode-ray
television reproduction tube has entered this latter stage. The electron
beam in such a tube is focused by an electron lens. While these lenses
have been known and used for years, this year has brought forth a con-
siderable number of contributions to the knowledge of their design and
their properties.5,6

Of probable importance in the field of television is the work on
electronic image transformers which permit the translation of images
formed by infrared or ultraviolet light into visible images by elec-
tronic means,1,8,9," and, in the process, produce by means of an elec-
tron lens a high quality electronic image of the optical image focused
on the photocathode.

ULTRA -HIGH -FREQUENCY VACUUM TUBES

Although ultra -high -frequency vacuum tubes are by no means
new in the art of radio, the last few years have seen greater progress in
bringing them out of the laboratory and into the field of useful applica-
tion than the score of years preceding. The recent trend is toward those
tubes in which the electron transit time is a small fraction of the high-
frequency period, which is in contrast with the work of several years
ago when emphasis was on the study of the effects of transit times criti-
cally valued in comparison with the oscillatory period. Progress during

1 Numbers refer to bibliography.
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the past year in tubes of the conventional type with negative control
grid and in magnetrons with short transit times may be cited. The liter-
ature of the subject indicates that the trend has resulted from increased
activity on short transit -time tubes rather than from neglect of the
critical type, where a more complicated mode of operation naturally
requires a longer development before the final possiblities can be real-
ized.

In the field of tubes with negative control grid, oscillators have been
developed and made available which give a useful output of 6.5 watts
at 500 megacycles." These tubes have very small dimensions, but the
special feature about them is the glass technique employed to allow the
leads and supports to be made suitable for ultra -high -frequency work.
Amplifier tubes have been built to give an output in the neighborhood
of ten watts at 150 megacycles with class B operation, or gains of
twenty decibels with class A operation at the same frequency." These
tubes are pentodes operating in push-pull with two sets of tube ele-
ments in the same envelope, which also contains shielding between
the input and output sides. The grids are mounted on cooling fins so
that their location close to the filament does not produce overheating.

A number of theoretical and experimental studies have been of
assistance in furthering this work. Some of these deal with the absorp-
tion of power from the input circuit of a high -frequency amplifier by
electrons during their transit to the plate.13,14," The loss may be ex-
pressed in terms of an equivalent shunting resistance between grid and
cathode. In the case of a conventional receiving tube not especially
designed for ultra -high frequencies, this resistance was as low as 5000
ohms at sixty megacycles, while in special tubes with very close elec-
trode spacing it was 140,000 ohms at the same frequency. Another
theoretical step has been the derivation of simple equivalent networks
to represent the tube even at ultra -high frequencies.3 In these net-
works the effect of transit time is included as a modification of the
conventional network in general use at low frequencies.

In the development of magnetrons with short transit times, an out-
standing advance has been the attainment of power outputs of the
order of 100 watts at 600 megacycles.'748 This was accomplished by
the inclusion of the tuned circuit within the tube envelope and by the
use of circuit elements which afford high thermal conduction from the
anodes, thus providing a large radiating surface and permitting effec-
tive water cooling.

Besides these developments in tubes with short transit time, a
large number of investigations have dealt with magnetrons where
the electron transit times are critically related to the oscillation
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period.19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26 The use of positive end plates to remove from
the high -frequency field those electrons which have given up their con-
tributions to the output has been described."

In the case of the Barkhausen-Kurz type of tube, which also de-
pends upon a critical transit time for its operation, an improvement in
stability has been reported.27 This was obtained by the use of a plate
composed of three sections.

A type of tube which depends upon secondary emission for its
electron supply has been described." This represents an interesting
departure from the conventional practice of using thermionic cathodes.

An important adjunct to the generation and amplification of ultra-
high -frequency oscillations is the means of measuring them.28,29,30,31,32
Vacuum tube voltmeters have been produced in which the tube con-
sists of a minute diode.29 The short length of the leads and reduced
electron transit time permit these tubes to be used for voltage measure-
ments at 300 megacycles with an error less than six per cent. Com-
puted correction factors by which the error can be reduced to one per
cent have been verified.

RECEIVING TUBES

In the field of small high vacuum tubes there has been a notable
trend toward the use of electron -focusing or beam -forming phenomena.
Advances have been made in the study of the underlying principles
and in their practical application in the design of tubes with improved
or new characteristics.33,34,36.3s,37 Among practical applications of beam
effects have been amplifier and detector tubes in which the current to
an electrode is varied by deflection of the beam's and amplifier tubes
in which the current density in the beam is varied."

Further advance has been made in improving the efficiency of
power output tubes. Among the means used to accomplish this are:
adoption of critical plate spacing which reduces the number of second-
ary electrons escaping from the plate by reason of the effects of space
charge in the region near the plate; extension of the use of aligned grid
laterals to reduce the current taken by the accelerating grid; the ar-
rangement of grid laterals and supports and deflectors to reduce turbu-
lence in the flow of electrons and to constrain them to move in parallel
beams or sheets from the cathode to the plate.4 0,41,42,43,44

Increasing attention has been given to the design of receiving
tubes for use at the higher frequencies. An example of this is the "re-
mote cutoff" pentode of very small dimensions which has recently
been made available.

Noise originating in vacuum tubes has become a problem of ever-
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increasing importance because of the necessity for amplifying signals
of the lowest practicable level. Much valuable work in this field has
been reported during the past year.45,46,47,48,49

TRANSMITTING TUBES

Outside of the field of ultra -high frequencies there has been little
published on transmitting tubes. The most notable trend has been
toward the elimination of direct -current generators for filament excita-
tion by the use of filaments designed for polyphase operation and of
indirectly heated cathodes suitable for alternating -current operation.

GAS TUBES

Gas tubes have become of great importance in nonradio fields and
as a result have undergone such development that a worker in the field
of radio tubes may well regard himself as an innocent, perhaps even
ignorant, bystander. Nevertheless, these tubes are also of importance
in radio transmitters, and therefore may properly be reported here.

The principal advances in the gas -tube rectified field have been in
the direction of applying methods of control. Both hot -cathode mer-
cury-vapor rectifiers and igniter -type tubes have been used for the
purpose. The circuits have included not only voltage control but auto-
matic breaker action in the case of overloads or arc-backs.6o,",52,"

Igniter -type tubes have been used in rectifiers supplying plate volt-
age as high as sixteen kilovolts for broadcast transmitters."

A technique for lengthening the life of hot -cathode rectifier tubes
through the adjustment of the relative phases of the cathode and anode
voltages has been reported.

A gas -filled amplifier tube has been described and made available
which has a low plate resistance and high transconductance." The
working structure of this tube consists of conventional elements but
with interelectrode spacings reduced so as to be small compared with
the mean free path of the electrons in the mercury-vapor atmosphere.

PHOTOELECTRIC DEVICES

Progress in the field of photoelectric devices has been confined
chiefly to the so-called electron telescope or image tube in which, by
optical and electron -optical means, infrared and ultraviolet light
may be made to produce a visible image on a luminescent screen.75,9,10

MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Further work has been reported on the electron multiplier, of both
the constant -potential and the high -frequency types.57,","," These
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devices offer the possibility of the amplification of small photoelectric
currents with reduced disturbances caused by random fluctuations.

A small high vacuum cathode-ray oscillograph tube enclosed in a
conducting envelope and suitable for operation at the relatively low
voltage of 250 volts has been described and made available."

It is impossible to report adequately on the studies of thermionic,
photoelectric, and secondary emission which are being made in numer-
ous laboratories devoted to the study of pure physics. As in the past,
these studies will continue to be of great importance to workers in
the field of electronics.
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RADIO PROGRESS DURING 1936

PART III-REPORT BY THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
ON RADIO RECEIVERS*

Summary-The Radio Receivers Committee presents a brief review of the status
and progress of engineering work on radio receivers during the past year of 1936.
This review deals mainly with broadcast receivers.

The broadcast receiver industry has shown healthy growth during the year. The
unit sales have increased from 6,000,000 to 9,000,000 and the dollar sales from
$300,000,000 to $500,000,000.

The introduction of automatic frequency control in this country by several
companies is an outstanding development of 1936 in the practical application of radio
engineering. This improvement makes practical the "telephone -dial" selection of a
few stations, which has recently been featured.

Progress is noted also in the following features: manual control of selectivity for
greater fidelity or selectivity, at the option of the listener; octal -base glass tubes; bal-
last tubes; beam amplifier tubes for greater power output; stabilizing feedback to
reduce distortion; beam indicator tubes and color indicators for visual tuning; fre-
quency bands above and below the "all -wave" range; fixed and adjustable iron -dust
cores in sharply tuned circuits; elevated antennas for motorcars; doublet antenna
systems for noise reduction; noise impulse limiters; volume range expansion or com-
pression; loud -speakers radiating more efficiently at low frequencies. Automatic
control of selectivity by the use of stabilizing feedback has been the subject of major
improvements not yet found in commercial receivers.

Developments are noted in the field of television receivers, amateur receivers,
other special communication receivers, and signal generators.

INTRODUCTION

THE Radio Receivers Committee of the Institute has been as-
signed the obligation of reviewing the status and progress of
engineering work on radio receivers, during the past year of

1936. This is a continuation of the annual reviews for the years 1934
and 1935 which were ably prepared by R. H. Langley and published
in the PROCEEDINGS." These covered only broadcast reception as dis-
tinguished from other classes of reception, because the other reviews
of those years covered such other classes as used in the mobile and
point-to-point services. The present reviewing of 1936, however, is ap-
portioned among the standing committees of the Institute, so that
their lines of division define the scope of each review. From the stand-
point of radio receivers, we look at the names of the other committees
to determine their influence on the scope of this review. Antennas,
vacuum tubes, and loud -Speakers are here included only to the extent
of their influence on the radio receivers as a whole.

* Decimal classification: 8360. Presented before New York meeting
January 6, 1937.

1 Numbers refer to bibliography.
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The preponderance of the radio receiver industry is the manu-
facture of broadcast receivers, which therefore receive much more at-
tention than receivers in other classes. Also the mobile and point-to-
point receivers comprising the other classes are less susceptible to gen-
eralization as to their characteristics and trends of design, because
they are more highly specialized.

In this review, an attempt is made to summarize the status and
progress of the radio receiver industry in 1936 from the commercial
point of view, as well as from the standpoint of the engineer who is
equally interested in the basic technical advancement. The year has
abounded in both commercial growth and technical improvements.
The radio engineers of this industry have contributed so much to its
success that only a relatively small number of their contributions can
be described in this summary.

The radio receiver industry is comparable with the automotive in-
dustry. Unfortunately, however, the public, the business executives
and the salesmen can understand and appreciate mechanical improve-
ments better than electrical. The riding ability of a motorcar is anal-
ogous to the freedom of transients in a loud -speaker, but the buyer
who is supercritical of his shock absorbers pays little or no attention to
how his loud -speaker behaves toward impulses of sound. The unit cost
of radio sets is much lower because, while an auto has to carry a heavy
load, a radio merely has to agitate the thin air in front of the loud-
speaker. Therefore the weight and cost of a radio set can be reduced
almost without limit, allowing a reasonable deficiency of the lowest
tones, whose reproduction requires moving the greatest mass of air.

The great improvement of the performance of radio receivers has
been made possible by the reduction of weight and cost of most of the
components, so that more and better components can be employed in
a single receiver. This progress is the life work of a thousand trained
and experienced radio engineers, most of whom are employed by a
hundred companies engaged in the manufacture of radio receivers.
This review is intended to be a milestone in their progress and a monu-
ment to those of their accomplishments which were manifested in 1936.

The past year marks one decade of the operation of home radio
receivers by socket power in place of batteries. This was the first year
that a radio receiver which was more than a toy could be purchased
complete at a list price under ten dollars, all ready to plug into the
electric outlet. This receiver is not nearly as good as the average
of present-day receivers, but it would have been a miracle of engineer-
ing to have built just one such receiver at any cost ten years ago.
This type of receiver weighs under ten pounds and still gives better
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performance, in many respects, than the hundred -pound receiver which
sold ten years ago for a total price of hundreds of dollars. It is a super-
heterodyne which has only two knobs to operate, one for tuning and
one for volume control. The carrier amplification is controlled auto-
matically by the diode linear detector. The five tubes do the work of
seven. The illuminated dial is calibrated directly in kilocycles and
meters. The dynamic loud -speaker, comprising a five -inch cone in a
miniature cabinet, actually gives the receiver better fidelity than the
average receiver of ten years ago, especially on the human voice. All
these features have been introduced and commercialized in the last
decade.

The progress realized in 1936, while admittedly small as compared
with that of ten years, has been of such a large order that the work of
preparing this review has been easy in point of discovering a wealth
of material. The only difficulty has been the selection of those develop-
ments which are not only important steps in the past year, but which
may be expected to increase in their importance.

THE BROADCAST RECEIVER INDUSTRY

The number of broadcast receivers manufactured and sold in this
country in the year 1936 has nearly passed the nine -million mark, as
compared with six million in the previous year, which was then a
record for all time.3,4 The dollar values of sales has reached 500 million
as compared with 300 million. This is rapidly approaching the all-time
high of 600 million dollars recorded for 1929. One and one-half million
of the past year's receivers have been sold for use in motor-cars.4

There has been no significant change of the total number of models
and their average list price. The number of models introduced in 1936
is well over 1000, with an average list price" of about $65.

Published tables are available which list about 1200 new models
of about seventy companies, with various features of each model.
Nearly all of these companies are manufacturers.5,9 Reference to these
tables has been very helpful in preparing this review. Nearly all of
these companies are handling socket -powered receivers, while only
about half handle motorcar receivers and about half handle other
types of battery -operated receivers for farm and portable use. The
socket -powered models include many alternating-current-direct-cur-
rent sets, but the receiver intended only for direct -current operation
seems to have vanished from the market. The alternating-current-
direct-current lines now include not only the table models of the
lowest price class, but also console models up to seven tubes. Only
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about one quarter of these companies still make any tuned radio -fre-
quency receivers, and these are only in the lowest price class.

From the tables mentioned, it is possible to describe a table model
and a console model representative of the average of these classes.18
The typical console model is listed at $100 and includes nine tubes.
The power output is seven watts to drive a loud -speaker with an out-
side diameter of eleven inches. The typical table model is listed at $40
and includes six tubes. The power output is one watt to drive a loud-
speaker six inches in diameter.

Among the sales features, the most prominent are still linked with
eye appeal. There is an unusual variety of cabinet designs. The use of
large elaborately calibrated dials has increased. In a few models, a
magnified image of a section of the dial is projected on a translucent
screen. A few other models have "telephone -dial" selection among a
small number of stations chosen in advance. Visual tuning indicators
are used by three quarters of the companies, the eye type of tube being
the most common form of indicator.

ENGINEERING FEATURES OF BROADCAST RECEIVERS

The introduction of automatic frequency control in American
broadcast receivers was an outstanding development of 1936 in the
practical application of radio engineering. The need for such an im-
provement gradually increased with greater selectivity and resulting
difficulty of tuning with sufficient precision. The need became acute
with the wide use of all -wave receivers whose tuning required very
critical adjustment. This improvement is intended to make the manual
tuning adjustment less critical in the same manner that automatic
volume control simplified the operation of the manual volume
control.

The idea of automatic frequency control is old. It has been used
for some time in transatlantic radiotelephone circuits and in other
specialized apparatus. It was used a year earlier in broadcast receivers
manufactured by a British company. Its use in American receivers was
delayed mainly by the economic depression, because its effective utili-
zation requires from one to three extra tubes, and also requires main-
taining the alignment of all intermediate -frequency tuned circuits
with greater precision.

The feature which is common to all the automatic frequency control
systems now employed in American receivers, is the simplification of
the frequency -discriminator circuits."," A coupled pair of tuned cir-
cuits has its primary and secondary voltages combined to produce the
required asymmetrical frequency characteristics. This method relies
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on phase difference and therefore differs from the method of detuned
circuits employed in the earlier British receivers.

The actual frequency control by an auxiliary tube is effected on the
superheterodyne beating oscillator, and therefore is effective with re-
spect to all the intermediate -frequency tuned circuits but not with re-
spect to the tunable circuits ahead of the modulator or converter. This
is one reason for limiting the amount of control to a very small number
of signal channels, or even to the width of only one channel.

In the past year, about six companies have adopted automatic
frequency control in their most expensive models. Two of these com-
panies utilize this improvement to permit the use of "telephone -dial"
selection of a few chosen stations. The same principle in the form of
"cash -register" selection was introduced several years ago but it was
discontinued in the meantime because it was unsuccessful when re-
ceivers became very selective and did not yet have automatic fre-
quency control. Telephone -dial selection has now become entirely
practical in the standard broadcast band.

In automatic frequency control as applied to the tunable oscillator
of a superheterodyne receiver, there is a difficult problem in securing
a uniform range of control over the entire tuning range. One company
is using a double superheterodyne to obtain a simple solution. The
frequency control is applied to the second beating oscillator, which is
not tunable, and the resulting range of control is therefore uniform
and independent of the tuning, on all tuning ranges of the receiver.

The past year has seen a major trend in the improvement of
fidelity by the much wider use of variable selectivity obtained by
manual adjustable expanding selectors. In general, greater selectivity
is alternatively made available for use under adverse conditions such
that even average fidelity cannot be employed. About half of the com-
panies now use variable selectivity in their best grade of receivers.
The variation of inductive coupling in one or more of the intermediate -
frequency transformers has almost completely superseded other means
for expanding the band width. The greatest refinement of adjustment
is secured by moving coils to obtain continuous variation of band
width, permitting the user to choose the optimum compromise be-
tween the desired fidelity and the undesired interference and noise.
The alternative method is a two -point or three-point switch for con-
necting or disconnecting fixed coupling coils. If a three-point switch is
used, two degrees of expansion are secured by expanding first one and
then two of the intermediate -frequency transformers. The practice of
combining the selectivity control with the high -audio tone control has
continued. The usable fidelity of the better receivers is now limited
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more by local noise and interference than by the characteristics of the
receivers.

The introduction of metal tubes in 1935 was followed by the so-
called "metal -glass" and "octal" glass tubes to meet requirements dur-
ing the period of insufficient production of the metal tubes. The metal-
glass tubes have disappeared, but there has been increasing use of the
octal tubes, which are glass tubes with octal bases like those of metal
tubes. The use of glass tubes with the old base has declined rapidly.
The use of metal tubes has increased until nearly half of the companies
use metal tubes in most of their models. The octal tubes are now used
in all their models by two of the largest companies. Most of the com-
monly used types of tubes are now available in both metal and octal
styles. The choice between these two styles is therefore mainly a ques-
tion of company policies. The type numbers of octal tubes have a "G"
added to the number of the corresponding metal tube. The duplication
of similar types of receiving tubes in different styles has caused the
total number of type numbers to double in the course of the year.
Multiple -unit metal tubes have been introduced in sufficient variety
to compete with the old glass and octal styles. All of the new types in-
tended for alternating -current operation have six -volt heaters or fila-
ments to fit in with requirements of alternating-current-direct-current
receivers and motorcar receivers, as far as possible.

The increasing use of ballast lamps and resistors in vacuum tube
mountings has lead to the production of a great variety of such tubes.
About fifty types have been made available. About half of the types are
in metal -tube envelopes, thereby avoiding excessive illumination from
the filaments. Ballast lamps are connected in series with the heaters
or filaments of vacuum tubes and dial lamps, especially in alternating-
current-direct-current receivers or battery -operated receivers. Con-
siderable benefit is obtained from some types by virtue of their current
regulating action. About half of the companies are now using ballast
tubes in some of their models.

There has been increasing use of the type of audio power amplifier
tube which has in one envelope a low power triode driving' a high
power triode.47 One company uses this tube in all models.

The past year saw the introduction of beam amplifier tubes, the
first commercial tubes to employ electron beams for increasing the
amplifying efficiency.45,46,49 The beam amplifier tubes are already used
in the power output stage by at least seven American companies.
The output available from two tubes in a push-pull stage is as high as
forty watts.

The introduction of the beam amplifier was followed by recom-
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mendations for the use of stabilizing feedback in the last stage to re-
duce distortion of all kinds, especially harmonic distortion at high
power levels.45,48"," An important added advantage is the electrical
damping of the loud -speaker diaphragm, which has formerly been ob-
tained only by triodes having relatively low plate resistance. At least
two companies are now using this feedback in conjunction with beam
amplifiers.

The beam indicator tube brought out in 1935 for visual tuning gave
new life to the feature of tuning indicators. This type of tube has been
made available in Great Britain and several slightly different variations
have appeared in this country. About two thirds of the companies now
use these beam tubes for visual tuning indicators.

Two of the largest companies, among others, continue to use ex-
clusively shadow meters as tuning indicators. One of these companies
employs a circular shadow whose diameter decreases to a minimum
as the receiver is tuned to resonance.

A novel form of visual tuning which appeared in the past year is
the color indicator used by one of the large companies." The illumina-
tion of the entire dial is changed from red to green as the receiver is
tuned to resonance. Therefore the operator sees the tuning indication
on any part of the dial without taking his eyes off the tuning scale.
The change of color is accomplished by dial lamps arranged in two sets
connected in series. There is connected across one set of lamps an iron -
core reactor whose impedance is controlled by direct current in an
auxiliary coil on the same core.

There has been much greater use of the frequency bands above and
below the "all -wave" frequency range of 0.54 to 18 megacycles.54 Great
interest has centered on the "ultra -high -frequency" band of about 20
to 60 megacycles. Major improvements have been made in the per-
formance in this band, which is now used by at least fifteen companies.
The "weather band" of about 150 to 400 kilocycles is now used by at
least twenty-three companies. About half of all models cover the all -
wave range. Nearly all models use an intermediate frequency in the
neighborhood of 460 kilocycles. Most of the companies now use 456
or 465, the latter having been sponsored by the RMA Committee on
Broadcast Receivers. Three of the largest companies use 450, 460, and
470, respectively.

There has been a steady increase in the use of iron -dust cores in
sharply tuned circuits. At least four American companies and several
European companies use iron cores in intermediate -frequency coils.
There is wide use of iron cores to improve the efficiency of the tuned
input circuit of motorcar receivers, since the antennas pick up such a
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small signal voltage. One of the large companies has gone to movable
iron cores for adjusting the alignment of radio -frequency and inter-
mediate -frequency circuits, supplanting part of the adjustable trim-
ming condensers otherwise required.",54 The remaining trimming con-
densers are coaxial air condensers chosen for maintaining permanence
of alignment.

The increasing radiated power of broadcast transmitters has in-
tensified the tendency toward overloading the first and second tubes
of the receiver. Highly selective trap circuits are made by several com-
panies for connection between antennas and their receivers in the im-
mediate neighborhood of powerful transmitters. The suppression
frequency of the trap is made adjustable for tuning exactly to the
offending signal.

The all -metal bodies of motor cars developed an antenna problem
which led in 1935 to the use of undercar antennas. In the past year,
there have been developed elevated antennas for motorcars, which
have some advantages in performance and are being used in large
numbers. One of the new designs takes the form of an elevated rod or
"fish pole" fastened near the windshield and adapted to be folded
down when desired. The other is a horizontal rod rigidly supported
just above the car roof, a few inches above the center line. Shielded
lines between antenna and receiver are generally employed.

The use of noise reducing doublet antenna systems has been in-
creasing:" At least five companies are including switching arrange-
ments in the receiver input circuits, such that the balanced transmis-
sion line from a doublet antenna can be switched directly into the
input transformer. An unusual contribution in this field is the spider -
web antenna, which is an assembly of three or five doublets in the
vertical plane, all connected across the same transmission line." The
individual doublets are resonant at frequencies of 6, 12, 18, 35, and 60
megacycles, the 6- and 35 -megacycle doublets being loaded by in-
ductance at the line terminals. The three longer doublets are hori-
zontal and the two shorter doublets are vertical. The assembly is
adapted for suspension between two points 37 feet apart. Noise induc-
tion is secured only over the frequency range in the neighborhood of
the natural frequencies of the doublets.

The past year saw the first use in commercial broadcast receivers,
of a device for limiting sharp impulses of noise." One of the large com-
panies has added a diode limiter in conjunction with a diode detector,
for limiting any impulses greater than signal peaks corresponding to
unity modulation. This subject was revived by recent publication
relative to various circuit arrangements for limiting or even quiet-
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ing any noise impulses of great amplitude and very short dura-
tion.28,35,37,59,64

Volume expansion for increasing the dynamic range of music is
employed by three companies. Two of these companies use electronic

means of well-known properties." The other company connects a lamp
filament across a section of the output transformer secondary, and
relies on the varying temperature and resistance of the lamp to cause
volume expansion. Two other companies are employing electronic
volume compression to restrict the range of loudness, if desired by the
listener.

In the loud -speakers of the new models, the main tendency is to-
ward acoustic treatment of the cabinets to remove their objectionable
properties and to improve the radiating efficiency, especially at the
very low frequencies. Such improvements are designed also to damp
the loud -speaker and thereby to minimize low-frequency transient
vibrations. Another tendency for the same purpose is toward the use
of supporting frames of large diameter, designed to set back the cone
and thereby to load more effectively the front side of the loud-
speaker.

The most elaborate audio system is found in a 37-tube receiver."
There are three individual audio power amplifiers for handling respec-
tively the low, medium, and high divisions of the audio -frequency
range. The corresponding sound radiating systems comprise respec-
tively an 18 -inch cone, two 12 -inch cones, and three small horns. A
crystal microphone is included to permit using the receiver as a public-

address system.
The intensive development of vibrators during the past few years

has culminated in a complete and satisfactory line of mechanical in-
terrupters for converting direct current from batteries to alternating
current of higher voltage." Some of these interrupters have auxiliary
contacts for rectifying the high voltage. Vibrators have come into uni-
versal use in motorcar receivers, which are operated from six -volt

storage batteries.
Automatic selectivity control has been the subject of important

developments not yet found in commercial receivers. Stabilizing feed-
back has been utilized to expand the band width of the selective cir-
cuits, the amount of expansion being determined by the grid bias."'"
The expanding characteristics have the same shape as those of a pair
of tuned circuits with variable coupling or symmetrical detuning. The
preferred arrangements have the expansion accompanied by reduction
of amplification so that the same grid bias can be used to secure both
automatic volume control and automatic selectivity control,
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OTHER CLASSES OF RECEIVERS

Television receivers have been made and sold commercially during
1936 in France and Germany.16'7,24,25 Their use in England and the
United States has been on an experimental basis. A number of experi-
mental receivers have been placed in regular operation, especially in
the neighborhood of New York and Philadelphia, receiving from the
experimental television transmitters.

The progress which has been made in the design of communication
receivers for the fixed and mobile services has been published to such
a small extent that it cannot be summarized. The published develop-
ments feature improvements in remote control, noise impulse limiting,
and single side -band reception. Superregeneration has been placed on
the market for the first time, in a police car receiver.

Experimental reports have related to subjects such as diversity
reception and frequency modulation. An ultra -high -frequency receiver
has been designed, using coaxial conductors of adjustable length in
place of tuned circuits.

Amateur receivers have been made commercially available with all
the improvements of broadcast receivers and with added special fea-
tures. At least five companies have been featuring amateur receivers
of advanced design. The special features include separate oscillators
and crystal filters for use in beat reception of code signals, two radio -
frequency amplifier stages ahead of the superheterodyne modulator,
and noise impulse limiters. The list prices are about $100 to $500.

THE TESTING OF RECEIVERS

There has been steady but not spectacular improvement in the
field of testing equipment for radio receivers. An outstanding improve-
ment of the year is the introduction of a directly calibrated frequency
dial on commercially available standard signal generators of the better
grade. This feature, combined with coil switching and amplifier modu-
lating, has been embodied in an economical design with operating
characteristics which are exceptionally good in most respects."

The improvement of the characteristics of radio receivers depends
almost entirely on the ability to measure and to specify these charac-
teristics. This is proved by the inferior or doubtful characteristics of
loud -speakers, largely because their testing involves complicated ap-
paratus and procedures. Major contributions are being made by the
standing committee of radio organizations, in setting up standardized
testing procedures and recommended practice for radio apparatus.
Radio receiver committees for this purpose have been in action under
the American Standards Association and the Radio Manufacturers
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Association, as well as the Institute of Radio Engineers. The Institute
committee has nearly completed a revised and enlarged report to sup-
plant their last preceding publication of 1933. This report deals
mainly with test procedures, which have been studied thoroughly in
the past year.
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RADIO PROGRESS DURING 1936

PART IV-REPORT BY THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

ON TELEVISION AND FACSIMILE*

r-- 1HE field of television and facsimile communication differs no-
tably from other fields of radio in that its commercial adaptation
has not been far advanced. A preponderant proportion of the

progress in this field is the result of experimental work, carried on by
a substantial number of organizations and individuals, under condi-
tions which do not permit the results achieved to become immediately
and widely evident.

The experimental nature of the field results in diverse methods of
accomplishing a given objective, and the lack of field experience makes
difficult the accurate judging of the effectiveness of the results achieved.
A large group of workers were invited to contribute notations on their
developments during the past year. Their reports are presented here-
with. They have received the smallest amount of editing which it was
felt would put them in satisfactory and understandable form. The
absence of a report from any organization active in the field means
only that no report was submitted.

Television is not as yet an established commercial system of com-
munication in this country. The Federal Communications Commission
has maintained the licensing of transmitting stations on a strictly ex-
perimental basis. As a method of crystallizing engineering opinion, a
substantial volume of data was compiled by those interested in tele-
vision and submitted to the Federal Communications Commission in
the form of testimony at an informal hearing arranged by that body.

As in the case of television, the Federal Communications Commis-
sion has continued, on an experimental basis, the licensing of facsimile
broadcast stations. However, commercial point-to-point communica-
tions of this type over wire lines has been authorized by the Commis-
sion. Picture services between New York City and Chicago and New
York City and Buffalo were inaugurated. These services are in addi-
tion to the transatlantic services which were already in existence at
the start of the year and have continued without essential change. The
use of the telephone lines for phototelegraph services has continued
and was advanced by the development of portable transmitting equip-
ment for use in conjunction with the standard telephone service.

* Decimal classification: R583. Presented before New York meeting,
January 6, 1937.
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There follow herewith the reports which have been submitted to the
committee. The material on facsimile is given first and is followed by
an outline of the developments in television.

FACSIMILE

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

During the past two years, the Bell System has inaugurated a new
type of private line telephotographic service by setting up a twenty-
six station nation-wide network for the Associated Press. This service
utilizes sending and receiving machines of the latest type which can
handle pictures of various sizes up to 11 X17 inches and are capable of
daylight operation. Photographic prints or paper copy are transmitted
directly and are received as a negative on film. The material is mounted
on cylinders and transmitted at the rate of one inch axially per minute,
the maximum size requiring seventeen minutes, with a scanning struc-
ture of 100 lines per inch. The line circuits, specially modified for
picture transmission, are so arranged that any station can send a pic-
ture to any or simultaneously to all other stations. The signal fre-
quencies vary from zero to 1000 cycles and modulate a carrier of 2400
cycles, the upper side -band being suppressed to keep within the fre-
quency requirements of the lines.

FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS LABORATORIES

Developments have been completed along several lines of endeavor
in the communications field, focused mainly on the practical develop-
ment of equipment commercially useful for naval, military, govern-
ment, and news gathering agencies. Such designs naturally feature
extreme simplicity, portability, and utility in making use of any avail-
able interconnecting facilities. In this line there have been completed
the following:

1. A lightweight printing telegraph utilizing wire or radio channel
which has found use in aircraft, police, mobile, and news reporting
work.

2. Development of new types of electronic tubes and associated
circuits for the practical elimination of mechanical devices in several
applications.

3. Tests on a portable telephotographic system which is adapted
to send newspaper photographs accurately and quickly over any inter-
connecting system.

4. Progress in application of electron-ray methods to the high
speed transmission of facsimile matter.
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5. Improvements in the matter of simplification of a facsimile
system not requiring photographic development of received prints,
and particularly adapted for the home reception of such matter during
inactive periods of the broadcast schedule.

6. Developments of a system of ultra-short-wave local intercom-
munication system for reporting service.

FULTOGRAPH, INC.

Fultograph, Inc., is an organization for the development of the
facsimile system of Otho Fulton, and has been active in 1936 primarily
in equipment development and in radio facsimile transmission and
reception studies.

In the field of transmitters, new transmitter control equipment of
compact type has been developed for use with existing broadcast trans-
mitting equipment. Portable transmitter controls have also been con-

structed.
Receiver development has been carried forward. A portable receiver

for aviation purposes has been constructed and successfully tested.
Several new types of start -stop mechanism, both electromechanical

and electrical in nature were produced and function effectively.
Preliminary experimental work in the production of a continuously

operating receiver has been carried forward.
Transmission experiments on short waves over distances of several

hundred miles show the capability of the equipment in successfully
transmitting facsimile material between cities. Material thus trans-
mitted has been automatically relayed on ultra -short waves and re-
corded with substantially identical facsimile quality.

Facsimile communication between automotive vehicles, and be-
tween land stations and airplanes in flight was studied during the
year, and such studies showed the adaptability of facsimile communi-
cation to these purpose.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

The development of RCA facsimile systems was continued by its
manufacturing and communications service.

On RCA Communications' transoceanic and transcontinental serv-
ices, the normal long-distance radio multipath distortion limited
operation to speeds in the range 1.5 to 2.3 square inches per minute. The
New York to Philadelphia radio relay circuit using experimental
Federal Communications Commission frequency assignments in the
85- to 105 -megacycle band devotes two channels to black -and -white

facsimile service. This circuit uses two intermediate relay stations.
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Reflected light photoelectric scanning, on -off keyed carrier, and visual
carbon recording technique are employed. Channel speed is 8.5 square
inches per minute, line advance 120 per inch, synchronizing base 480
cycles, drive accuracy one part in million.

The Federal Communications Commission granted, under a gen-
eral experimental license, the use of frequency 38.6 megacycles for
survey of lower Manhattan area by facsimile type system. This em-
ploys revolving prism controlled photoelectric scanning of moving sub-
ject slip, on -off keyed carrier modulation of transmitter, and visual
carbon slip recording technique. The approximate intelligence handling
speed is 50 to 55 words per minute with linear operating speed of 36
inches per minute, scanning 60 strokes per second, and average sub-
ject type 10 -point size.

RADIO PICTURES, INC.

The general objective of the development work during 1936 has
been to provide a complete system of facsimile broadcasting capable
of satisfactory operation on the frequencies made available for this
type of service by the Federal Communications Commission, and com-
prising terminal apparatus that is neither unduly complicated nor
expensive, and the maintenance of which requires service only of the
order now associated with aural broadcast activities.

In the absence of any generally accepted standard of transmission,
facsimile development has been based upon line scanning of 100 per
inch and 100 per minute, and those recorders which have been put
into service have been adapted to reproduce three columns of news-
paper text or an equivalent of pictorial subject matter. Both trans-
mitting pickup and recorders as now used are of the continuous -feed
direct -viewing type, the image appearing at the receiver in a per-
manently recorded form at the same rate and in the same aspect ratio
as the original transmission.

The recording medium used is a sensitized paper available either
for black -and -white reproduction, or for sepia, as may be desired, for
either text, so called black -and -white, or half -tone pictures.

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY

During 1936, the Western Union Telegraph Company used fac-
simile systems for handling a portion of its regular traffic between
New York and Buffalo and New York and Chicago. A third facsimile
circuit is used for handling the traffic between the New York main
office and a city branch office.

The machines at both the transmitting and receiving ends are
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equipped with racks which serve as magazines for transmitting and
recording drums. The rack at the transmitting machine is filled with
drums upon each of which a message to be transmitted is held by
easily removable spring garters. The rack at the recorder is similarly
equipped with a number of drums provided with recording paper. In
operation, the transmitting machine merely scans that portion of the
blank upon which a message is written and then automatically sub-
stitutes the next message. Whenever a message is thus changed at the
transmitting machine, the recorder automatically ejects the complete
message and feeds a drum with a new blank into the machine.

The facsimile receiving blank is characterized by its reddish color.
As the signals are received, the characters appear in black on this
paper. A permanent record is produced and no processing of the paper
is required after recording.

TELEVISION
RMA COMMITTEE ON TELEVISION

During this year the RMA Television Committee, drawing to-
gether active interests in the television field, agreed upon the recom-
mended television standards which follow:

STANDARDS RECOMMENDED BY THE RMA TELEVISION COMMITTEE

1. Frequency allocation:
Lower limit
Upper limit
An experimental band starting at

2. Channel width
3. Spacing between television and sound carriers
4. Relation of sound carrier to television carrier
5. Polarity of transmission
6. Number of lines
7. Frame frequency

Field frequency
8. Aspect ratio
9. Percentage of television signal devoted to synchronizing

signals
10. Synchronizing signal:

(a) Duration of horizontal blanking signals

(b) Position of synchronizing impulse in regard to blanking
signal

42 mc
90 me

120 me as the lowest frequency
6 mc

3 25 me (approx.)
Sound carrier higher in frequency
Negative
441

30 per second
60 per second, interlaced

4:3

Not less than 20 %

Approximately 1/10 of the time to
scan one line, 1/10th of the time to
scan one field, respectively

At leading edge (approx.)

The above standards, with the exception of No. 10, which has
Fr recently been added, were presented to the Federal ComMunications

Commission at the June 15th hearings in Washington.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC.

During the past few months a coaxial cable has been installed by
the Bell System between New York City and Philadelphia, equipped
with amplifier stations and terminal apparatus to form a wide -band
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transmission system capable of 240 simultaneous telephone conversa-tions. In as much as this system transmits a 1000 -kilocycle band it haspossibilities for transmitting television images. Special terminal and
intermediate apparatus for ekperiments in such utilization of the wide-band possibilities of the cable are under development. In the present
experimental setup the intermediate amplifiers would be capable oftransmitting a television video band of about 800 kilocycles, whichcorresponds approximately to 240 lines per frame, 24 pictures persecond.

DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
During 1936 the Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, com-pleted the development and construction of a high definition system of

television.
The images are sequentially scanned with 300 lines and are re-peated twenty-four times per second. This standard was adopted in1935 in view of the power system idiosyncrasies in Southern California.Of the two million persons residing within fifty miles of the trans-

mitter, W6XAO, nearly half are served by electric power of fifty-cyclefrequency, while the other half are served by power of sixty -cycle fre-quency. There are no plans to alter this condition. It is understoodthat an interlaced method of scanning will not function at its best ona power system of different frequency than that employed at thetransmitter.
Daily technical tests are made with the complete system. A re-ceiver has been located near the transmitter and also at 31 miles,behind two hills. High vacuum sweep circuits are used with a selectingamplifier method of synchronization. The synchronization is not af-fected when the number of lines at the transmitter is purposely changedby five per cent from the normal value of 300. Interference, as from

automobiles, must be 300 per cent greater than the received signal inorder to affect the synchronization.
The test at the 31 -mile location have been conducted with a trans-

mitter-power-receiver-distance figure of 33 watts per mile. If theintervening hills are considered as effectively doubling this distance,
the figure becomes 17 watts per mile. This procedure is indicated bythe reception results obtained by an independent observer located onlevel ground 61 miles from the transmitter.

Public demonstrations have been held since June 4, 1936, for aslong as four hours per day. The stability of the apparatus has beenproved by these demonstrations. Except for one rectifier tube and onetransmitter tube replacement all the equipment has been in servicefor nearly a year.
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FARNSWORTH TELEVISION, INC.

In development of the Farnsworth System during 1936, several new
devices have been evolved which together with engineering advances
have improved the practical and entertainment aspects.

Adaptation of the multipactor tube to the image dissector and to
video amplification have enabled the reproduction of television images
of finer detail. At the same time, it has been found possible to reduce
the illumination intensity formerly required for television pickup, thus
allowing greater latitude in subject material.

A new experimental television studio has been equipped with the
latest types of television apparatus, including several cameras for film

indoor and outdoor pickups. This has been operated experimentally
with 343 -line interlaced images for some months and is now being
altered to conform to the recently recommended standards of the RMA
for 441 -line scanning with thirty frames per second, interlaced. Con-
siderable experimental work has been done on problems of illumination
and program technique.

Simplicity of construction and operation has been stressed in de-
velopment of receivers. 5X7 inch images of an excellent black-and -

white contrast are produced by present receivers, and others are under
development for larger images.

A construction permit was recently issued to this company for a
television experimental station. A 150 -foot tower has been erected
adjacent to the new studio, on elevated land near the northern
boundaries of Philadelphia. Construction of the television transmitter
is already in progress. It is intended to operate at a carrier frequency
of 62.75 megacycles, with 2.5 -megacycle side bands, and the sound
carrier at 66 megacycles. The ultimate power for the video carrier is
to be four kilowatts. It is planned to place this station in operation
in the early part of 1937 for the conduct of field tests in the Phila-
delphia area.

do PHILCO RADIO AND TELEVISION CORPORATION

The Philco research department has been engaged in television re-
search during the past eight years. Their activities have included the
development of systems capable of transmitting radio pictures from
studio, films, and outdoors.

During 1936 extensive field tests have been in progress in Phila-
delphia and vicinity. These tests were carried out with a 345 -line,
30 -frame, interlaced television system, the transmitter frequencies be-

ing 51 megacycles, (picture) and 54.25 megacycles (sound).
In order to permit modulation frequencies up to 2.5 megacycles
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to be transmitted successfully, a special type of modulation was de-
veloped. Radio receivers capable of utilizing this wide frequency band
to produce high definition pictures were also developed.

Philco has produced 12 -inch picture tubes giving a substantially
black -and -white picture, and has used them in field tests and in a
demonstration to the press on August 11, 1936.

In order to obtain greater detail than is afforded by a 345 -line
system, Philco has advocated communication channels six megacycles
wide. To conform with the new RMA Standards, the system is now
being converted to operate on 441 lines, 30 frames, interlaced.

A new type of synchronizing signal incorporating a "narrow
vertical," that is one less in duration than half the time of scanning
one line, has been devised and put into operation successfully.

To obtain greater field strength throughout Philadelphia and
vicinity a new tower to support the transmitting antennas has just
been installed. Field tests, using the new 441 -line system, will shortly
be resumed.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

During 1936 RCA continued active research on high definition all -
electronic television. This research has continually provided improved
electronic devices and methods which have been progressively applied
to experimental systems in the laboratory and field. This step-by-step
program has been an important phase of the RCA attack on the com-
plex television problem.

During 1935 work was undertaken on an experimental field test
system in New York so that practical experience could be obtained on
technical problems, apparatus, programs, and considerations of tele-
vision system standards. Tests of this RCA system began on June 29,
1936, with an organized program of experiments between a high power
transmitting station fully equipped for studio and film programs and
receivers in a number of homes throughout the New York area. Live
talent and motion pictures have been successfully transmitted. Ob-
servations and measurements have been made on the transmissions.
Good reception has been obtained twenty-five miles from the trans-
mitter, and in one favorable location, because of the extreme height of
the transmitter antenna, consistent reception has been had at forty-
five miles.

The television studios are located in the RCA Building with com-
plete facilities for direct pickup and film programs. The video signals
are transferred to the transmitter in the Empire State Building either
by coaxial cable or radio relay. The video and audio transmitters are
located on an upper floor of the Empire State Building, with a com-
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mon antenna at the very top. The video transmitter carrier frequency
is 49.75 megacycles and the audio transmitter carrier frequency is 52
megacycles. The radio relay channel between the RCA and Empire
State Building operates on 177 megacycles.

The experimental system uses 343 lines per frame, interlaced,with
frame frequency of 30 per second and a field frequency of 60 per second.
Synchronization at the receivers is by transmitted impulses. The hori-
zontal and vertical synchronizing impulses are of the same amplitude
using wave shape selection.

In co-operation with the industry RCA has recommended to the
Federal Communications Commission the adoption of standards in-
cluding images of 441 lines and a video -audio carrier spacing of ap-
proximately 3.25 megacycles. The RCA field test system will be
changed to conform to these recommended standards at a convenient
time in the experimental program.

Good progress has been made in studying the system and its func-
tioning under field conditions. Data have been obtained on field in-
tensities and noise levels. Engineering studies have been made on
problems relating to program technique. These tests, to date, have
confirmed the soundness of the technical fundamentals of the system.
They point the way to accomplishment of the prime objectives: first,
to develop suitable commercial equipment for transmission and re-
ception; second, to develop a suitable program service and the ac-
companying network syndication; third, to develop a sound economic
base to support a television service.

RADIO PICTURES, INC.

A substantial part of the work in television during the past year
has been in extending the capabilities of the cathode-ray tube in high
definition transmission. This has included a study of general principles
underlying the theory of electron optics with particular reference to
adapting thin lens electrooptical systems to television .reception.
Means have been discovered to mitigate undesirable optical distortions
such as the "keystone," "barrel," and "lozenge" effects. Cathode-ray
tubes of increased sensitivity have been made, and investigations of
screen materials for increased brilliance, and the study and test of

.t* circuit designs for improving the quality of received pictures have
been continued.

With the reallocation in visual broadcast frequencies, experi-
mental transmissions in the 2000- to 2100 -kilocycle band were dis-
continued, and regularly scheduled experimental broadcasting will be
resumed in the ultra -high -frequency bands now available as soon as
new transmitting equipment is completed and tested.
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FOREIGN DEVELOPMENTS

During 1936 there has been considerable activity in television in
several foreign countries, much of which has had as its objective the
trying out of high quality systems on a much more extensive scale than
heretofore. These plans not only cover the technical phases but in
some cases go into the important question of program production
which must be solved before television is put on a commercial basis.
In general, the foreign art is moving toward pictures of higher resolu-
tion although there is no agreement as to the number of lines per
picture that will ultimately be desirable.

England

The British Broadcasting Corporation opened a London trans-
mitting station at Alexandra Palace on November 2. Two companies,
Baird Television and Marconi-E.M.I., are responsible for the two
systems used, which have been designed to permit considerable flexi-
bility in the tests. The pictures, for both systems, have an aspect ratio
of 4 X3 and are broadcast on a carrier frequency of 45 megacycles, the
associated sound being on 41.5 megacycles.

The Baird Company uses 240 lines, 25 pictures per second, with
sequential scanning, while Marconi-E.M.I. employs 405 lines, 25 pic-
tures per second, interlaced, to give 50 frames per second, each of
202i- lines.

The Baird system uses two pickup devices. One is of the so-called
"spotlight" type, in which scanning is by means of a beam of light
played over the subject. It is restricted to close-up studio work. The
other system uses the "intermediate film with scanning disk" method,
in which a modified motion picture camera takes pictures on film
which is immediately developed and then scanned by means of a disk.

The Marconi transmitter uses a cathode-ray type pickup for both
direct and film transmission.

Both systems use the same sound transmitter and vertically polar-
ized radiators which are mounted on a 300 -foot steel mast. The sound
transmitter is rated at "three kilowatts at 90 per cent modulation" and
will handle audio frequencies from 30 cycles to 10,000 cycles. The
picture transmitter is given a "17 -kilowatt peak" rating.

Several British firms are active in producing receivers, most of
which utilize 12 -inch cathode-ray tubes although some are as large
as 15 inches in diameter.

Scophony, Limited, is also working on a form of receiver which is
intended to provide the projection of pictures of adequate size and
brightness for viewing by large groups of people.
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Germany

During 1936 broadcast television was carried on by the Post Office
and eleven viewing rooms established in Berlin for public demonstra-
tions. The transmission is from a station at Witzleben operating on
about seven meters. Both film reproduction and direct television using
intermediate film have been employed. A portable transmitter was
used for experimental transmission from the Olympic games.

The Post Office has installed a coaxial cable between Berlin and
Leipzig which renders television services between specially designed
sets in each city on a toll basis. Revolving mirrors are utilized for
180 -line, 25 -frame pictures.

Telefunken demonstrated pictures about 3 X4 feet projected from
a small cathode-ray tube.

Although little or no attempt has been made to commercialize re-
ceiving equipment, a number of German firms have produced, for
exhibition, cathode-ray type receiving sets. The present standard of
transmission is 180 -line pictures including interlaced scanning. Elec-
tronic cameras have made their appearance.

Other Countries

One experimental station is said to be in operation in Australia, the
system being a duplicate of the prior British system providing 30 -line
pictures at a rate of 12a per second. It is located in the Brisbane Ob-
servatory Tower and operates on 151 meters.

The State Broadcasting Service of France has two experimental
transmitters working in Paris, one of which transmits 60 lines at 25
frames per second on 180 meters and the other 180 lines, 24 frames per
second on a wave length of seven meters. The accompanying sound is
from a medium wave transmitter. Disk scanning is used. A new 10 -
kilowatt television transmitter is being built at the Eiffel Tower.

The Philips Laboratories at Eindhoven, Netherlands, has experi-
mental transmitters for sound and television operating at 43.2 and
41.2 megacycles. Both 180- and 360 -line pictures) at 25 frames per
second, have been used. A cathode-ray camera has been developed and
is being used experimentally. Announcements have been made of re-
ceiving sets capable of receiving 240 -line and 405 -line pictures inter-
changeably.

The Italian Broadcasting Company has set up a research board at
their Rome station for the purpose of engaging in television work, but
no service to the public is being undertaken. Several laboratories have
been experimenting for some years and one has given exhibitions at
various fairs.
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Although considerable experimental work on different systems is
being conducted by various laboratories in Japan, no service is being
rendered to the public.

The Swedish Radio Company has an experimental station of
approximately 400 watts and utilizes a system with mechanical scan-
ning producing 240 -line pictures. No public service exists.

In the U.S.S.R. it is reported that regular low definition programs
are being broadcast from Moscow on long -wave transmitters for both
vision and sound. Transmissions of specially selected films, concerts,
and short scenes are made during the night hours. The pictures are
broadcast at 30 lines per frame, transmitted 25 frames per second.
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RADIO PROGRESS DURING 1936,

PART V-REPORT BY THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
ON TRANSMITTERS AND ANTENNAS*

THIS report is based largely on publications which have appeared
during the year. At the end is given a list of typical papers.
This list, however, does not include all of the important articles

which have been published. The report contains a few items which are
mentioned because of their timeliness in advance of their formal pub-
lication.

TRANSMITTERS

One important development' has to do with a fundamental prin-
ciple in the operation of high power radio -frequency amplifiers such
as might be used in a broadcast transmitter. In conventional amplifiers
employing low level modulation, the efficiency of the last stage is
limited to thirty per cent or so because of the necessity during modula-
tion of doubling the amplitude at times of one hundred per cent
modulation. All of the tube complement is used all the time, during
silence as well as during modulation. In this new system, however
only half of the tubes are used during silent periods and the circuit is
adjusted for efficiencies of sixty to sixty-five per cent. When modula-
tion begins, the positive peaks of modulation bring into play a second
set of tubes which has previously been maintained inactive. Besides
contributing a share to the total power this second tube unit makes it
possible for the first unit to contribute more power without reduction
of efficiency. This system differs from other methods of obtaining high
efficiency in that it acts as a linear amplifier and is independent of the
type of signal employed. For example, a single side band could be
amplified as effectively as the usual amplitude -modulated wave of
broadcasting.

A wider spread in the use of stabilized feedback and related meth-
ods of reducing distortion and noise is apparent this year.' This use
of automatic correction has been employed in many equipments and
has been used widely for the improvement of transmission character-
istics in transmitters of earlier design. Such developments have been
a powerful aid in achieving complete alternating -current operation
without use of rotating machinery.

* Decimal classification: R350X R320. Presented before New York Meeting,
January 6, 1937.

1 Numbers refer to bibliography.
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The general interest in class B and class C amplifiers is reflected
in some seven papers in the PROCEEDINGS this year, four of which are
to the credit of our engineering schools.

The cathode-ray oscillograph in this field, as elsewhere, is fast be -
corning indispensable. Interesting proposals include its use as a watt-
meter,' and for the tracing of parasitic oscillations.4

Noteworthy developments have occurred in the manufacture of
quartz crystals having low temperature coefficients.' The use of quartz
crystals as elements in filters has been one of the developments in this
field. Although frequency stabilization by means of electric circuits
such as the low power factor resonant line has been a subject for de-
velopment over a period of years by various investigators,' it may be
worth noting that 1936 has seen the method employed in services in
which the crystal has usually been favored. Thus, one company has
had in operation this year two transmitters controlled by resonant
lines and operated in transatlantic service. Routine measurements of
frequency deviation made throughout the year have indicated that
the performance is substantially equal to that of many representative
peizoelectric controlled transmitters.

In general, transmitter frequency stability continues to undergo a
gradual, but decidedly noticeable improvement. This tendency cor-
responds to the tendency toward greater selectivity in receivers used
for short-wave telegraph circuits.

In the effort to guarantee strong signals under all conditions there
has been placed in operation at Rocky Point a ten -megacycle telegraph
transmitter capable of delivering an output of 200 kilowatts. In com-
bination with its directional antenna it radiates toward the distant
receivers the equivalent of 10,000 kilowatts in a nondirectional an-
tenna. The high power stage employs four water-cooled tubes. The
anode power supply is from a six -phase full -wave pool -type mercury -
arc rectifier capable of delivering a continuous output of 300 kilowatts.
One interesting feature is the type of compressed air variable neutral-
izing condenser, the largest one being capable of withstanding 100
kilovolts. Such condensers provide the requisite kilovolt -ampere rating
within a fraction of the space that would be needed at. atmospheric
pressure and afford protection from flashover due to foreign matter.
Another feature is the use of resistors and potentiometers of thyrite.
The characteristic of this material by virtue of which its conductivity
instantaneously increases with voltage brings about a considerable
saving in power dissipation for a given value of voltage regulation and
also permits the elimination of sources of grid bias in some inter-
mediate radio -frequency amplifier stages.
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In one new transmitter, any one of ten frequencies can be chosen by
the twist of an automatic telephone dial. AU frequencies are crystal
controlled and the change is made by remote control switching of pre -
tuned circuits."

§
The general improvement in the larger vacuum tubes by all manu-

facturers has resulted in a decided reduction in tube -hour costs. There
is a marked trend toward the use of water-cooled power tubes having
filaments designed for heating by polyphase currents. The resulting
reduction in the noise level assists in the elimination of direct -current
motor generator sets. This improvement, together with other aids in
noise reduction explains the growing trend toward complete alternat-
ing -current operation.

For general communication purposes and for amateur use there is
a marked trend toward power pentodes. The line of tubes suitable for
suppressor grid modulation is being extended, and along with it, the
line of transmitters using this system.

The metal tube begins to be employed in transmitters. An interest-
ing development by one manufacturer is a fifty -watt police transmitter
using metal tubes throughout with the exception of the rectifier tubes.

During the year one organization has constructed a transmitter in
which standard tubes designed for water-cooling have had their anodes
soldered into tapered copper blocks which in turn are inserted in the
tapered hole in a larger block provided with circulation of cooling fluid.
The following advantages are obtained: (1) avoidance of boiling at the
anode, giving freedom from scale deposit and increasing permissible
dissipation; (2) change of tubes without opening the cooling liquid
system; (3) reduced temperature rise of the liquid at the contact sur-
face due to increased area 'permitting smaller volume of water flow,
greater dissipation or the use of an antifreeze if water is used.

Mercury -pool rectifiers of the igniter type have been used experi-
mentally for providing the high voltage supply for radio transmitters.8
In this device the arc is struck each cycle by applying a properly timed
voltage pulse to an auxiliary electrode dipping into the mercury pool.
A five -ampere supply at 16,000 volts direct current has been obtained
and there is said to be reason to foresee the development of such
rectifiers to meet any high voltage, high power rectifier requirements.

During the year, the Federal Communications Commission has
issued regulations establishing higher standards for all broadcast
equipment than have been previously required. Better protection of
personnel from dangerous potentials and the reduction of fire hazards
have been featured in these regulations.

The development of transmitting tubes for use at ultra -high fre-
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quencies foreshadows a general improvement in the transmitters in
this range. Without these tubes, the transmitter designer has been
unable to use many of the methods which have proved most important
at lower frequencies. By co-operation between the designers of tubes
and circuits the frequency limit of conventional operation is being
raised. For example, the development of a double pentode and appro-
priate circuits for straightforward power amplification up to 500 meg-
acycles has been recently reported.'

A transmitter having a power output capacity of. forty kilowatts,
corresponding to a ten -kilowatt completely modulated carrier, and
operating between forty and sixty megacycles has been reported."
This work was done in order to determine what can be accomplished
by using existing, commercially available tubes of the water-cooled
type in a type C amplifier.

Television is covered in a different report but from the point of
view of this committee, the installation of a complete television trans-
mitting system operating under field conditions is a noteworthy de-
velopment. The system in New York City uses a twelve -watt radio
relay" operating on a frequency of 177 megacycles for the purpose of
carrying the video program from the studio to the broadcast trans-
mitter which is about a mile away. The latter, atop the Empire State
Building, comprises video and audio transmitters each of eight -kilo-
watt output, which feed through coaxial filters to a common multiunit
antenna. The difficulties in satisfactorily meeting the requirements are
obvious once they are stated: A 1.5 -megacycle band, negligible phase
shift, satisfactory amplitude characteristic, low noise levels, and im-
perceptible cross talk between video and audio circuits separated 2.25
megacycles. In operation the system has given gratifying results.

An ultra -short-wave relay circuit between New York and Phila-
delphia has been commercialized this year." The circuit provides for
operation in both directions of three printer channels and two fac-
simile channels in addition to the terminal intercommunication and
relay channels. Another circuit operating on approximately 100 mega-
cycles is being used for the remote control from New York of short-
wave transmitters located at New Brunswick. An eight -channel ultra-
high -frequency radio link has been developed and is now in use between
New York City and a transmitting station at Brentwood, Long Island.

The opening of the ultra -high -frequency bands has given frequency
modulation a new opportunity by making wide bands available. It has
been shown that with frequency modulation an important advantage
can be achieved in respect to comparatively weak noises." In experi-
ments over long distances, it has been found that frequency modulation
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is not useful where multiple path transmission is involved." Different
types of transmitters have been used recently in the production of fre-
quency modulation. Among them is a successful embodiment of the
method in which amplitude modulation is converted into phase modu-
lation by introducing a ninety -degree shift of the carrier phase with
subsequent frequency multiplication. If an inverse frequency equalizer
is used in the audio input, this phase modulation of the altered signal
is equivalent to frequency modulation of the original."

Considerable progress was made during the year in the develop-
ment of transmitting and instrumental means for sending down from
unmanned balloons meteorological observations on upper air pressure,
temperature, and humidity." It is the hope that equipment of this
kind will replace the use of airplanes in this service and that, moreover,
it will make observations possible at greater altitudes and under all
weather conditions. Through the use of ground direction finders, deter-
mination of wind direction and velocity also becomes a possibility.
The service requires accuracy in keeping with that of present aero-
graphs, a total load of the balloon not in excess of two pounds, an
equipment cost no greater than the cost of an airplane flight which is
about $25.00 and the recording of all information automatically at the
ground station.

ANTENNAS

Continued interest is being shown by many organizations in tower
designs to give a current distribution best suited to increase the effi-
ciency and the fading -free ranges."

In the broadcast field there is a definite trend toward the use of
antennas equal to or approaching the optimum electrical length of 190
to 200 degrees; that is, actual lengths somewhat greater than one-
half wave length. This is resulting in a gradual improvement in broad-
cast station efficiency and an increase in the distance to the "fading
wall." One interesting development is the shunt -excited radiator"
which makes it possible to build these high antennas with the bases
directly connected to the ground system. The inner conductor of the
coaxial transmission line is extended through a series capacitor up to
the tower at an angle of about forty-five degrees. The elevation of the
connecting point need not exceed a small fraction of a wave length in
order to match the low impedances of the coaxial line. No other ter-
minating equipment is needed.

Where the heights of broadcast antennas are restricted an interest-
ing development of top -loading makes a considerable increase in
efficiency possible if the physical height of the antenna is at least
120 degrees." The top -loading capacitance is in the form of a network of
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conductors, similar to a large wheel, with its hub resting on top the
tower but insulated from it. A series inductance at this point permits
tuning over a wide range. The top -loading system does not radiate,
but permits a control of the field pattern. Another form of this top -
loading consists in sectionalizing the tower and connecting a tuning
coil between sections.

During the past year there have been made several transmitter
installations consisting of two radio transmitting plants utilizing a
single mast type antenna for simultaneous operation. Typical of such
systems is one in which the two channels utilize five and one kilo-
watts, respectively, with a frequency separation of ninety kilocycles.
Although this type of system is not entirely new, its use seems to be
growing.

The continued use of directional antennas has resulted in the intro-
duction of standard phase shifting and current distributing equipment
for obtaining a wide range of field strength distribution patterns. This
class of apparatus not only permits a change in pattern to be obtained
if the first pattern proves inadequate but also permits an automatic
change in pattern for regional stations when shifting from the five -
kilowatt rating in the daytime to the one -kilowatt rating at night.
These arrays ordinarily take the form of simple two -element arrays
because the cost of complicated systems is considerable and because
the basic requirements are usually simple.

Considerable attention is being paid to broadcast antenna ground
systems, particularly where radiating towers with wide bases are used.
Buried wires immediately beneath such a tower lead to losses in the
earth above the ground wires which may be eliminated by the use of
an elevated copper screen. At one station for example introduction of
a ground screen increased the radiated field eleven per cent at the
optimum frequency of the tower, a condition when the effectiveness
of a screen is greatest.

Increased attention is being paid to the antennas used in broadcast
reception. Efficiency must be maintained over a very wide range of
frequencies for satisfactory reception with "all -wave" receivers."

In the ultra -short-wave field, the "turnstile" antenna is an interest-
ing radiator of the horizontally polarized type which economizes en-
ergy by concentrating it in a horizontal plane but which is nondirec-
tional in azimuth.

The antenna used for broadcasting television from the Empire
State Building is built up of units which might somewhat inaccurately
be described as triangular loop antennas. Being disposed in horizontal
planes they are nondirectional in azimuth. The sides are actually
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separately fed half -wave dipoles. Additional gain is obtained by ar-
ranging three of these units in a vertical tier.

In two-way systems, the concentric line type of filter has been
employed for obtaining duplex operation with a single antenna. In one
filter operating in the thirty to forty-two megacycle police band, suffi-
cient discrimination against the local transmitter was obtained to per-
mit a frequency separation of only four per cent.2

One form of antenna whose use in police systems is increasing is
a modification of the three-quarter wave length J -shaped antenna in
which the quarter -wave pair formed by the lower section is fed from
a coaxial line whose outer conductor comprises the long leg of the J
and which mechanically is simply a continuous metal pole. The lower
section may be series or shunt excited; in the second case the shorter
leg is connected directly to the main supporting pole. The strength
and simplicity of these designs is leading, to wide use.

New developments in the field of "wave guides" have led to an
interesting contribution in the field of directional antennas. One form
of wave guide is merely a hollow metallic pipe. It is found that there
exist many modes of propagation for electromagnetic waves in such
pipes, so that if the wave length is only made small enough the tube
becomes in effect an electromagnetic "speaking tube." The analogy
to acoustics can be carried still further, for if the tube is terminated in
a horn formed by flaring out the end the horn becomes an effective
electromagnetic radiator. Its directivity naturally depends on the
dimensions of the horn and the type of wave existing in the pipe.22

From the point of view of the theory of radio wave propagation,
a paper recently presented" is of great importance. Previously rigorous
solutions have been given for flat earths having conductivity and di-
electric constants actually found, or for spherical earths having infinite
conductivity, but not for the actual case of spherical earths having the
constants actually found. A rigorous and useful solution for this prob-
lem has now been found. The concept of a surface wave has long
been used by the radio engineer in dealing with transmission along
the earth. In a crucial experiment at ultra -high frequencies over fresh
water the absence of a surface wave component was shown." This
result casts doubt on the significance of the surface wave concept in
transmission over the earth. These and other results published this
year indicate that we are approaching a sound understanding of the
whole ground -wave problem."

Space does not permit a discussion of the very considerable ad-
vances which have been made this year in understanding the sky wave.

The report on developments during 1935 mentioned the possibility
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that regulations regarding clear channels might be changed to permit
the use of power for broadcasting in excess of fifty kilowatts. The
Federal Communications Commission held hearings in October, 1936,
for the purpose of considering the effects of such change in regulations.
Studies of the situation were presented as testimony for and against
the proposed change, and these studies represent one of the year's tech-
nical achievements in the field of radio transmission. A larger amount
of data on field coverage of various classes of broadcast stations is now
on record than ever has been assembled before. The data are compre-
hensive, and it is with great interest that the industry awaits the re-
sults of the Commission's study.
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THE SURFACE WAVE IN RADIO PROPAGATION
OVER PLANE EARTH*

BY

CHARLES R. BURROWS
(Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Deal, New Jersey)

Summary-The results of Weyl for radio propagation over plane earth are
found to differ from those of Sommerfeld by exactly Sommerfeld's surface wave.
Experiments conducted under conditions for which these two theories differ greatly
are entirely consistent with Weyl's results and show that Sommerfeld's surface wave
is not set up by simple antennas. Accordingly the Sommerfeld-Rolf curves are in
error for all conditions for which the dielectric constant cannot be neglected.

INTRODUCTION

N 1907 Zenneck' showed that a plane interface between two semi -
infinite media such as the ground and air could support an electro-

" magnetic wave which is exponentially attenuated in the direction
of propagation along the surface and vertically upwards and down-
wards from the interface. Zenneck did not show that an antenna could
generate such a wave, but because this "surface wave" seemed to be a
plausible explanation of the propagation of radio waves to great dis-
tances, it was accepted.

When Sommerfeld2 obtained a solution of the radiation from an
antenna on the surface of the earth that contained a cylindrical sur-
face wave which at great distances is analogous to the Zenneck wave,
the case for the Zenneck wave seemed complete.

Later Wey13 approaching the problem in a different manner ob-
tained a solution which did not explicitly contain this surface wave
component. It appears, however, that he was of the opinion that his
result was numerically equivalent to that of Sommerfeld. Van der Pol
and Niessen4 have obtained various expressions for the solution of this

* Decimal classification: 8113. Original manuscript received by the Insti-
tute, September 28,1936.
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K. F. Niessen, "Vber die entfernten Raumwellen eines vertikalen Dipol-
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problem, which have apparently been considered mathematically
equivalent to those of Sommerfeld. The curves calculated by Sommer-
feld5 for the variation of the field with distance have been extended by
Rolf' so as to cover all practical ground conditions. These curves have
been accepted except for minor criticisms' of the approximations that
necessarily had to be introduced in order to reduce the number of
variables.

This apparently satisfactory state of the theory of radio propagation
endured without question until recently. It is true that the experi-
mental checks were not always good but this was considered a result
of the inhomogeneities of the earth and irregularities of its surface.
Whenever experimental values differed greatly with this theory it was
under conditions for which the effect of curvature of the earth or the
effect of the ionosphere could not be neglected.

Recently Norton8 has pointed out that the Sommerfeld formula
from which the Rolf curves were derived, does not agree with more
recent formulas of van der Pol and Niessen4 and of Sommerfeld9 and he
has published an empirical formula which does not agree with the
Sommerfeld-Rolf curves. The writer" has pointed out that the results
of Weyl are not in agreement with those of Sommerfeld and Rolf,

senders oberhalb einer ebenen Erde von beliebiger Dielektrizitatskonstante und
beliebiger Leitfahigkeit," Ann. der Phys., ser. 5, vol. 18, pp. 893-912; December24, (1933).

Balth, van der Pol, "tber die Ausbreitung elektromagnetischer Wellen,"Zeit far Hochfreq. Tech., vol. 37, pp. 152-156; April, (1931).
K. F. Niessen, "Bemerkung zu einer Arbeit von Murray und einer Arbeit

von van der Pol und Niessen caber die Ausbreitung elektromagnetischer Wellen,"Ann. der Phys. ser. 5, vol. 16, pp. 810-820; April 3, (1933).
Balth. van der Pol, "Theory of the reflection of the light from a point sourceby a finitely conducting flat mirror, with an application to radiotelegraphy,"Physica, vol. 2, pp. 843-853; August, (1935).
6 Arnold Sommerfeld, "Ausbreitung der Wellen in der drahtlosen Teleg-raphie. Einfluss der Bodenbeschaffenheit auf gerichtete und ungerichteteWellenziige," Tahr. der draht. Tel. und Tel., vol. 4, pp. 157-176; December,(1910).
6 Bruno Rolf, "Numerical discussion of Prof. Sommerfeld's attenuationformula for radio waves," IngeniOrs Vetenskaps Akademien, Stockholm, (1929),and "Graphs to Prof. Sommerfeld's attenuation formula for radio waves, PROC.I.R.E., vol. 18, pp. 391-402; March, (1930).
7 W. Howard Wise, "Note on the accuracy of Rolf's graphs of Sommerfeld's

attenuation formula, PROC. I.R.E., vol. 18, pp. 1971-1972; November, (1930).8 K. A. Norton, "Propagation of radio waves over a plane earth," Nature,vol. 135, pp. 954-955; June 8, (1935). Since the writing of this paper Norton haspublished his results in the form of curves in "The propagation of radio waves
over the surface of the earth and in the upper atmosphere," Pxoc. I.R.E., vol. 24,pp. 1367-1387; October, (1936).

° Arnold Sommerfeld, "(Iber die Ausbreiting der Wellen in der drahtlosenTelegraphie," Ann. der Phys., ser. 4, vol. 81, pp. 1135-1153; December 11,
(1926). This paper is free from the error of Sommerfeld's earlier papers.10 Chas. R. Burrows, "Existence of a surface wave in radio propagation,"
Nature, vol. 138, p. 284; August 15, (1936).
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but actually differ from them by exactly this surface wave in ques-
tion. He also has found that Norton's results agree with those of Weyl.
Since Norton has derived his results from a formula of van der Pol
and Niessen, their formulas presumably agree with those of Weyl.

As a result of the realization that the mathematics contained an
ambiguity, the writer on September 23, 1933, attempted to decide
the question experimentally by measurements at Budd Lake, New
Jersey, employing ultra -short waves. The results indicated that the
water was too shallow to meet the requirements of the experiment,
since the transmission resembled that over land instead of over fresh
water. At that time an experiment over deep fresh water was planned
which has recently been successfully carried out. The results prove
conclusively that simple antennas do not generate a Sommerfeld sur-
face wave. This is in agreement with recent theoretical work by Wise"
and Rice.'2

As an immediate practical consequence of this work we are able to
say definitely that the attenuation curves given by Sommerfeld and
Rolf are incorrect for all types of ground for which the dielectric con-
stant cannot be neglected.

EXPERIMENT

When an attempt is made to determine which of the two formulas
for radio propagation is correct, on the basis of previously available
experimental data, several difficulties are encountered. First, the avail-
able data has been taken under conditions where the difference be-
tween the two formulas is small; second, the data have been taken
under conditions where irregularities of the earth's surface are sufficient
to produce variations in the received field strength of this order of
magnitude. Third, the ground constants are not known by independent
measurements with a sufficient degree of accuracy. All of these diffi-
culties may be removed by making measurements on ultra -short-wave
propagation over fresh water. Here the two formulas predict field
strengths that differ enormously. The irregularities of the earth's sur-
face are reduced to a minimum by making measurements over calm
fresh water, the inhomogeneities are removed by employing deep
water, and finally the dielectric constant of the water can be deter-
mined from its temperature and the conductivity by measurements in
the laboratory.

Seneca Lake in New York state was chosen for these experiments
11 W. Howard Wise, "The physical reality of Zenneck's surface wave," Bell

Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 16, pp. 35-44; January, (1937).
12 S. O.Rice, "Series for the wave function of a radiating dipole at the earth's

surface," Bell. Sys. Tech. four., vol. 16, pp. 101-109; January, 1937.
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because of its great depth. A wave length of two meters (150 mega-
cycles) was chosen as a convenient ultra -short wave since apparatus
was available for this wave length.

These experiments are divided into two parts; (1) a determination
of the variation of the received field strength with distance, and (2)
a determination of the variation of the received field strength with
antenna height at a distance for which the predictions of the two
formulas differ=greatly.

Fig. 1-Experimental arrangement for determining the variation of the
received field strength with distance.

VARIATION OF FIELD STRENGTH WITH DISTANCE
Fig. 1 shows a picture of the experimental arrangement for determin-

ing the variation of the received field strength with distance. The re-
ceiver was located near the stern of a small motorboat which towed a
rowboat containing the transmitter. The antennas were loaded vertical
quarter -wave doublets which were connected to the receiver and trans-
mitter respectively at their mid -points by short two -wire transmission
lines. This equipment Was driven along path 1 of Fig. 2, the distance
between antennas being maintained constant long enough to make
certain that there was no variation in the received field strength such
as might be caused by the bottom of the lake if the water were not
sufficiently deep. The distance between the transmitting and receiving
antennas was measured by means of an auxiliary line. This consisted
of a fish line for which the shrinkage due to becoming wet, or stretch
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due to increased tension, was less than one per cent by experimental
test. The distances at which measurements were made were laid off
on this line when it was under a fixed tension. The same tension was
applied to this line when making the measurements. The solid circles
of Fig. 3 are a plot of the experimental data so obtained.

For distances greater than 150 meters it was necessary to change
the experimental procedure slightly. The receiver was located at the
end of a pier and the transmitter carried in the motorboat. The trans-
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Fig. 2-Map of part of Seneca Lake showing the location of the experiment.
Path 1 shows the location of the two -boat experiment, path 2 the one -boat
experiment. Locations 3 and 4 indicate the positions of the terminals for the
variable height test.

mitter was driven over path 2 of Fig. 2. This method of procedure in-
troduced difficulty in measuring the distances between transmitter and
receiver. In an effort to reduce the error in measurement of distance,
the distance was obtained by three independent methods. First, the
motorboat was driven at a constant speed and a fixed direction across
the lake between two points a known distance apart. Second, the
distance was measured by a transit located on the receiving pier and a
stadia rod erected on the motorboat. Third, the distance was measured
by determining with a sextant the angle subtended at the boat by two
poles erected on the shore, one at, and the other near the receiver.
The angle between the line joining the two poles and the direction to
the boat was also determined by means of the transit; the distance be-
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tween the poles was measured directly. For this part of the experiment
a continuous record of the received field strength was obtained by
means of a manually operated recorder attached to the receiver. The
open circles shown in Fig. 3 represent a plot of the data so obtained.

The smooth curves were calculated by means of the following for-
mulas, using values of e and v determined as follows: During the period
of test the surface water temperature was 15.3 degrees centigrade which
gives13 e= 82.1. The conductivity of five samples of water taken from
various parts of the lake along which measurements were made was
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Fig. 3-Variation of received field strength with distance. Curve (1) is plot of
equation (1) showing the inverse distance field that would result from propa-gation over plane earth of perfect conductivity. Curve (2) is a plot of equa-
tion (2) showing the variation of the received field strength according toWeyl and Norton. Curves (3) and (4) are plots of equation (3) showing the
variation of the -received field strength according to Sommerfeld and Rolf.Curves (2) and (3) are based on a dielectric constant of 82.1, a conductivity
of 4.05X108 electrostatic units and a wave length of two meters. Curve (4)is for a perfect dielectric. The experimental points were obtained on a wavelength of two meters with loaded quarter -wave doublets whose mid -points
were 0.52 and 0.60 meter above the surface of the water. The solid circles
represent measurements made with two boats and the open circles represent
measurements made with one boat.

determined by L. A. Wooton of these Laboratories. The average value
was found to be 4.988 X 108 electrostatic units with mean deviation of
0.006 X 108 at 1000 cycles and 25 degrees. Taking into account the effect
of temperature on the conductivity14 this gave o-= 4.05 X 108 electro-
static units.

13 See International Critical Tables, vol. 6, p. 78; a=80 -0.4 (T -20).
14 Taking data from the International Critical Tables, vol. 6, pp. 233 and234 the conductivity at 15.3 degrees would be 4.02 and 4.07 if the electrolyte

were NaCI and KCI, respectively. A single measurement of the conductivityat 15 degrees centigrade +34 degree centigrade gave a conductivity of 3.96.
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Curve (1) is a plot of the received field strength that would result
from transmission over a plane earth of perfect conductivity:

12071-H/
E0 = (1)

Xr

Curves 2 and 3 result from multiplying (1) by the magnitudes of

= A - /312 C (2)
and S=A+B/2 C B (3)

respectively, where,
co xne2in(6+7/4)

A = 1 + En= 135  (2n - 1)
B = 1/27-x e-(x/2) sin 25+4(x/2) cos 25+6+7/4 (5)

0=1

27rr/X
xe2j° - 0 < S < ir/4. (7)

e - 27,011

These follow from expressions given by Wise" when the magnitude of
e-2iolf is large compared with unity." I WIis the attenuation factor
corresponding to the formula derived by Weyl. I SI is the attenuation
factor as derived by Sommerfeld and used by him and by Rolf to cal-
culate the variation of field strength with distance. B, the difference
between S and W, corresponds to the surface wave component. For a
perfect dielectric the exponent in B is a pure imaginary and curve (3)
becomes curve (4).

The experimental points are in good agreement with curve 2 which
is a plot of (2) and agrees with Weyl and Norton. At distances less than
five meters (21 wave lengths) the experimental points lie slightly below
the theoretical curve and show a tendency towards oscillation. This is
presumably due to the combined effect of the finite size of the antennas
and their finite height above the water's surface. These oscillations may

16 W. Howard Wise, "The grounded condenser antenna radiation formula,"
PROC. I.R.E., vol. 19, pp. 1684-1689; September, (1931).

16 These expressions differ from those of Wise in that the sign of i has been
changed so that the implied time factor is e+iw' in accordance with engineering
practice instead of the e-'' employed by Sommerfeld and Wise. Equation (4)
is equivalent to Wise's expression (5). Equation (5) follows from the negative
of Wise's (12) when it is remembered that changing the sign of i changes the
Hankel function of the first kind into the corresponding one of the second kind
and the Hankel function is replaced by the first term of its asymptotic expansion.
Equation (6) is equivalent to Wise's expression (8).

1.3.5 (2n - 1)
C = - (6)

xne2in(6-7/4)
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be a vestige of the pronounced interference pattern that extends to
greater distances with higher antennas. The discrepancy between the
experimental points and curve 3 which is a plot of Sommerfeld's for-
mula is so great that there can be no doubt as to the incorrectness of
the latter.

Fig. 4-Picture of transmitting site at "4" of Fig. 2, showing portable
25 -meter mast and transmitting antenna.

VARIATION OF FIELD STRENGTH WITH HEIGHT

To determine the variation of received field strength with antenna
height, 25 -meter portable masts were erected at locations 3 and 4 of
Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows a picture of the transmitting location at 4. Unfo.r-
tunately it was impossible to get a location at the water's edge suffi-
ciently removed from trees and the cliffs along the side of the lake to
remove the possibility of their affecting to some extent the received
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field strength. On vertical polarization the received field strength was
determined as a function of the receiving antenna height for transmit-
ting antenna heights of 24.8 and 2.5 meters (above the surface of the
water). The measurements were repeated on horizontal polarization for
the larger antenna heights. These experimental results are compared
with theory in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5-Variation of received field strength with antenna height. Path length,
1800 meters. Curves (1) and (2) are plots of equation (9) for h, equal to 2.5
and 24.8 meters, respectively, which apply to vertical polarization if there
is no surface wave. Curve (3) is a plot of equation (9) for h1=24.8 meters
which applies to horizontal polarization. Curves (4) and (5) are plots of
the surface wave given by equation (8) for h1 equal to 2.5 and 24.8 meters,
respectively. The two sets of open circles represent experimental data taken
on vertical polarization with h1 equal to 2.5 and 24.8 meters, respectively.
The solid circles represent experimental data taken on horizontal polariza-
tion with h1=24.8 meters.

For the conditions of this part of the experiment B is large com-
pared with C, so that W C and S B. A more general expression for
I B I not limited to the surface of the earth, nor to large values of the
complex index of refraction (but limited to e>>20-11) is 17

270/4 2.-r 2.2-(h, +10 /f
BI (e + 1)5/4(e - 1) eX

e x /
olf

r(e+ 1)s
x(E+1)3/2 . (8)

In a companion paper's it is shown that if there is no surface wave the
attenuation factor is to a first approximation

17 For the conditions of the experiment the error introduced by the approxi-
mations of (8), (9), (10), and (11) is entirely negligible.

18 Charles R. Burrows, "Radio propagation over plane earth-Field strength
curves," Bell Sys. Tech. Tour., vol. 16, pp. 45-75; January, (1937).
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E 1

E 0 2

(R 1)2Xr
4.-hivxr

27ri(hi + 102 (9)

where R is the appropriate coefficient of reflection." The smooth curves
of Fig. 5 are plots of this expression for the conditions of the experiment.

Sommerfeld20 has shown that a horizontal electric antenna does not
generate a surface wave in the direction perpendicular to the axis of
the antenna. Hence there is no uncertainty as to the correct expression
for the field in the case of horizontal antennas. This, together with thefact that at the greater heights the antennas may be considered to be
in free space as far as their impedance is concerned, allows the measure-
ments with horizontal polarization to be taken as a calibration of the
measuring equipment. Using this calibration the received field strength
is found to be -31.5 decibels above the inverse distance field with
antenna heights of 2.5 and 1.6 meters. For antennas on the ground
Weyl's formula gives a value of -36.8 decibels while that of Sommer-
feld gives value of +6.6 decibels. Hence the absolute value of the re-
ceived field strength is in agreement with Weyl.

These experimental results are compared with theory in Fig. 5. The
measured value of field strength actually decreases with decrease in
antenna height whereas Sommerfeld's formula predicts an increase as
shown by curves (4) and (5). The oscillations in the experimental
curves are presumably due to reflections from the cliffs and trees be-
hind the receiving antenna. While the agreement between the experi-mental and theoretical curves is not all that could be desired, it is the
best that could be expected under the conditions of the experiment andin no way introduces any doubt as to the error in the Sommerfeld
curves which predict a field strength about 100 times that measured.

29 When e>>2cr/f, R= -k and if in addition hi ±h2 is small2e h1 -+h2 2 hi -Fh2(1-k) = for vertical polarization and (1 - k) -d ./T. dfor horizontal polarization. -Under these conditions (9) reduces to

ICI =
[-- e -

+
e -

(10)(e - 1)(27T-r/X)1/12 + e A ) 2 N.

for vertical polarization and to

Di
27rh1 h2 1 ( X yi 1-- 1 / x yi

(11)Xr - 1,271-h2) j1_1 + e - lk.27rh2) _1

for horizontal polarization. The coefficient of the radical in (10) gives the valueof I C I on the ground.
2° Arnold Sommerfeld, "rber die Ausbreitung der Wellen in der drahtlosenTelegraphie, Ann. der Phys., ser. 4, vol. 81, pp. 1135-1153; December 11, (1926).
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CONCLUSIONS

These experiments on the propagation of two -meter waves over
Seneca Lake have shown that the surface wave component of Sommer -
field is not set up by simple antennas on the surface of the earth.
Measurements were made on the variations of the field strength with
distance, under conditions for which this component, if present, would
have been large compared with all the other components. They agreed
with the curves calculated by neglecting this component. Measure-
ments made on the variation of the received field strength with antenna
height under similar conditions showed that the received field strength
increased with antenna height, whereas Sommerfeld's surface wave
would have decreased. Finally the absolute value of the received field
strength was found to be less than that predicted by Sommerfeld by a
factor of about a hundred. Accordingly the Sommerfeld-Rolf curves
are in error for all conditions for which the dielectric constant cannot be
neglected.

As a result of this fact it follows that the asymptotic series develop-
ment of the received field strength is a true asymptotic expansion and
does not require the addition of an exponential term. Hence the series
development of the problem by Strutt2i and Wise"," may be used with
confidence.
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TWO -MESH TUNED COUPLED CIRCUIT FILTERS*

BY

C. B. AIKEN
(Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana)

Summary-Tuned coupled circuits have been the subject of many investiga-
tions, but few of these have produced results which are useful to the design engineer.
A direct attack, avoiding the special terminology and procedures of general filter
theory, seems the most effective. Several such attacks have been made, but either the
results have not been fully developed, or serious restrictions have been placed upon
the circuits. One common restriction is that the circuits are identical; another, that
they are coupled by a pure reactance. These limitations made the resulting theory
inapplicable to the study of such important matters as detuning, unequal circuit
resistances, resistance in the coupling impedance, etc.

In this paper, a reasonably simple analysis is developed which is free from the
foregoing objections. Thi results include and collect into a correlated whole many
relations which have been derived before, as well as a number of new ones.

Circuits which are tuned alike and coupled by a pure reactance are treated first.
Universal resonance curves are developed which make it possible to determine rapidly
the characteristics of any pair of isochronous circuits, once their constants are known.
Formulas are derived for band width at any given number of decibels down, ratio of
height of peaks to valley, etc. It is shown that the concept of critical coupling is in-
adequate when the circuit resistances are unequal, and a new quantity, transitional
coupling, is introduced. Methods
width are developed. The shift of the peaks with changes in coupling reactance is con-
sidered. The form of the primary current and the impedance across the primary are
also treated.

Next, the case of circuits tuned to slightly different frequencies is considered.
A general expression for the secondary current is derived, and it is shown that de-
tuning will give an unsymmetrical resonance curve when, and only when, the circuit
resistances are unequal. It is shown that when the resistances are equal, the universal
resonance curves of the preceding section can be applied to the case of detuned cir-
cuits. And it is further pointed out how the formulas may be applied to the study of
stagger tuned circuits.

Finally, the case of coupling by a complex impedance is considered. It is shown
how this will produce a dissymetry in the resonance curve, unless the coupling is very
small. And it is demonstrated how the universal resonance curves may be used for
computing the response of two circuits coupled by an impedance having a loss that is
reasonably small but not negligible. Typical effects of resistance in the coupling im-
pedance are illustrated.

THE WIDE use of tuned coupled circuits in communication sys-
tems, and particularly in radio receivers, has made these ele-
ments of considerable importance. A pair of tuned coupled cir-

cuits ordinarily constitutes a band-pass filter, but, because such a filter
contains only two meshes and because it cannot be satisfactorily

* Decimal classification: R386. Original manuscript received by the In-
stitute, October 19, 1936.
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treated without taking into account resistances, the conventional filter
theory, using the concepts of characteristic impedance and propaga-
tion constant, is not particularly convenient in analyzing its perform-
ance. Useful results are more easily arrived at by treating a coupled
pair with a perfectly straightforward attack based on ordinary Kir-
chhoff's laws, without any resort to the special viewpoints or terminol-
ogy of general filter theory.

There have been many such direct attacks, and they have re
sulted in a considerable mass of information about the behavior of
coupled circuits. However, there seems to be in the literature no really
extensive description of their characteristics and peculiarities suitable
to the needs of the design enginer. Many of the analyses have been
made under restrictions which limit the usefulness of the results. One
common restriction is that the circuits are identical, another that they
are coupled by a pure reactance. These limitations make the resulting
theory inapplicable to the study of such important matters as detuning,
unequal circuit resistances, resistance in the coupling impedance, etc.
In many phases of practical work these phenomena occur frequently
and a mathematical description is very desirable.

On the other hand, in those cases where no restrictions have been
placed on the analysis, the results have often been extremely compli-
cated, or incompletely developed, or have been in a form which was of

little use to the practical engineer.
In the present paper, an attempt is made to develop a reasonably

simple analysis free from the foregoing objections. Great complexity
is avoided by the use of suitable approximations, which, however, in-
troduce only small errors. The results include, and collect into a corre-
lated whole suitable for application to practical problems, many rela-
tions which have been derived before, as well as a number of new ones.

We shall deal specifically with the type of filter having a passed
band the width of which is only a few per cent of the center frequency,
the analysis being inapplicable to very wide band filters such as are
used for passing the whole broadcast band at once. The circuits of the
former must have a reasonably high Q, of about 20 or usually much
more. Only the steady-state solutions will be considered.

The analysis will be developed on the basis of the electromotive
force in series with one of the tuned circuits. However, it will be pointed
out that any arrangement of the driving electromotive force can be
reduced to an equivalent series electromotive force at any given fre-
quency. We shall assume that the character of the circuits associated
with the coupled pair is such that the equivalent series electromotive
force will not vary appreciably in magnitude over the small frequency
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range in which we are interested. This means that the associated cir-
cuits must have no resonant frequencies near the center frequency of
the coupled circuit filter. It will also be necessary to assume that the
value of the coupling impedance between the two circuits does not
change by any important amount over the frequency range we are
studying.

The introduction of approximations and of special symbols is neces-
sary to avoid tedious complexity. It is realized that special symbols are
always an annoyance, but the number here involved is relatively small
and their physical significance is reasonably evident. It is hoped that
the relations which are developed are sufficiently compact and com-
plete to be of real practical use.

The general method of procedure is identical with that used by
Beatty,' but is carried much further, since his analysis was restricted
to the case of identical circuits coupled by a pure reactance.

No discussion is given of the power relations in tuned coupled cir-
cuits. It is hoped to make such relations the subject of a later paper.

No examination of the effects of regeneration is made, since it can
occur in so many different ways that any general analysis would be
apt to become very unwieldy. In most cases we wish to have as little
feedback as possible in a band-pass filter system. Proper care in the
placing and shielding of circuit elements can often reduce it to a point
where it is no longer appreciable. Perhaps one of the most troublesome
forms of feedback is due to the residual capacitance between the
grid and plate of a screen -grid tube. That this may have serious effects
is shown in the series of articles by Cocking.' However, if the filter
works into a frequency converter or into a detector, these effects are
absent. When two filter amplifier stages are cascaded on the same fre-
quency, trouble may be encountered, but in many practical cases it is
unimportant. In any event, it can, if necessary, be eliminated by neu-
tralization.

PART I

REDUCTION OF VARIOUS CIRCUITS TO A. COMMON FORM

There are various ways in which narrow band tuned coupled cir-
cuits are used in communication equipment. It will therefore be con-
venient to reduce the circuits which occur in practice to a simple
equivalent circuit which can be readily solved. This is easily done by

1 R. T. Beatty, "Two -element band-pass filters," Wireless Eng., vol. 9, pp.
546-557; October, (1932).

2 W. T. Cocking, "Variable selectivity and the I. F. amplifier," Wireless
Eng., March, April, and May, (1936).
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the use of Thevenin's theorem, since in any actual case we have a
driving voltage coupled to a simple tuned pair by a more or less com-
plex intermediate network.

Fig. 1 (a) shows a pair of circuits coupled by the mutual inductahte
M and the common impedance Zm. In the simplest case these circuits
would be driven by an electromotive force of zero internal impedance
connected in series with the primary circuit. In practice, however, the
primary is coupled by some means to a driver, which may be the plate -

cathode path of a vacuum tube, the voltage induced in an antenna, etc.
AP, 44 R,

(a) (b)

Fig. 1(a)-Simple coupled pair, with the driving voltage in
series with the primary.

1(b)-Screen-grid amplifier with band-pass filter.

In any given case, if the primary is opened at a convenient point we
may look back toward the driver and see a certain effective electromo-
tive force having a certain effective internal impedance. These two
quantities will be very nearly constant over the small percentage fre-
quency range in which we are interested, and hence we may consider
the driver and its connecting network to be replaced by a simple gener-
ator in series with the primary circuit. It will therefore suffice to analyze
the circuit of Fig. 1(a), since the results of such an analysis can be
applied to an actual circuit merely by computing the particular rela-
tion between the actual driving electromotive force and the equivalent
electromotive force acting in series with the primary, and then by
computing the impedance reflected into the primary by the driver and
its coupling network.

As a simple example of the foregoing, consider the system of Fig.
1(b). The driving voltage is pe, and the internal impedance of the
driver is rp. Application of Thevenin's theorem shoWS that Fig. 1(b)
can be reduced to Fig. 1(a) by setting

pe0(1/jcoC)
e = (1)

r, + 1/ jue
and adding to the actual series impedance of the tuned circuit the
quantity
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rp/jcoC

r, 1.1jcoC

----In most cases r5 will be very large as compared with 1/c0C. Hence,if we are not interested in the exact phase relation between Ae, and e,
we may simplify (1) to

(2)

ye, 1
e = gme,

(3)r, coC wC

We must, however, be careful in reducing (2). If we neglect 1/jc0C
in the denominator, then (2) becomes merely 1/jwC, and there wouldbe no impedance reflected into the tuned circuit from the plate of the
tube. We know from experience that this is not the case. Hence, re-
jection of 1/jwC in the denominator is not justified.

In order to get the proper result, first rationalize (2), giving

rido.)2C2 - jr21cce
voc2 rp2

We may now safely neglect 1/0)2C2 in the denominator in comparisonwith rp.2. Equation (4) thus reduces to

1

(5)w2c2rp wC

The first term represents the resistance effectively introduced into
the tuned primary by the plate resistance of the tube. Although small,it is important, since it may be a considerable fraction of the true re-sistance of the tuned circuit. This effect will change the performance ofthe coupled circuits more than a slight change in the magnitude of the
equivalent series voltage e and explains why 1/jo.e may be safely neg-lected with respect to r in (1) but not in (2).

To complete the reduction of Fig. 1(b) to 1(a), we have merely to
set Z, = 0, and to apply (3) and (5).

Before proceeding to the treatment of Fig. 1(a), let us note theeffect of a small capacitance between the high potential ends of thetuned circuits.

(4)

EFFECT OF SMALL CAPACITANCE BETWEEN HIGH POTENTIAL
SIDES OF TUNED CIRCUITS

In many cases, a small capacitance Ch may exist between the high
potential sides of the tuned circuits. Fig. 1(a) is then replaced by Fig.2(a), in which the arrangement of the elements has been changed so as
to emphasize the A connection of the three capacitances. It is well
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known that any A circuit may be replaced by an equivalent T network.
The relations between the impedances of the elements of equivalent
A and T networks are given by Johnson.' If we make the simplifying
assumption that Ch is quite small, so that

Xch >> Xe, + X0, (6)

then Johnson's formulas show that the equivalent T is made up of
three condensers having values as follows:

C. = C1, Ch = C2, C8 = C1C2/Ch. (7)

This T network is shown in Fig. 2(b), and it is evident that the capaci-
tance Ch across the high potential sides of the circuits can be replaced
by a condenser C. in series with Zm'.

(a)

(b) Le

Fig. 2(a)-Coupled pair with capacitance between the high
potential sides of the windings.

2(b)-Circuit equivalent to that of (a), but with A connection
of capacitances replaced by a T.

If the high side capacitance has a phase impurity, due to losses of
some sort, then instead of the simple capacitance C, in series with
Zm' we shall have a complex impedance. If the impedance between
the high potential sides is Z,, = Rh - (j/COCh) then Johnson's relations
show that the equivalent impedance that must be placed in series with
Z.' is

- Rh - j/coCh
Z8 =

(.02C1C2(Rh2 1/och2)

It is surprising to note that the real part of this expression is nega-
tive. Of course, this fictitious equivalent negative resistance can never
produce any amplifier effects. What it does do is to produce a dissym-
metry in the resonance curve of the opposite sort from that produced

K. S. Johnson, "Transmission Circuits for Telephonic Communication,"
p. 282.

(7a)
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by a true positive resistance in Z..4 This will be evident from a study
of Part IV.

Zm as used in this paper will include Zs and hence the effects of Zh
will not have to be separately considered.

SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS

Referring to Fig. 1(a), let,
L1= total self-inductance of primary circuit, including the effective

series inductance of Z. and any inductance reflected from
the driver circuit

Cl =total effective series capacitance of the primary circuit includ-
ing Z., etc.

R1= total effective series resistance of the primary circuit including
Z., etc.

L2= total self-inductance of the secondary circuit including Zm
C2 =total effective series capacitance of the secondary circuit in-

cluding Z. and any capacitance added by a load across the
tuning condenser

R2 =total effective series resistance of secondary circuit including
Z. and any equivalent series resistance caused by a load
across the tuning condenser

X. = total impedance common to primary and secondary circuits
M =mutual inductance between primary and secondary circuits
Zl = R1 -FjcoLi -j/coCid-Zm
Z2 =R2-LicZ2-j/c0C2+ Z m

Z12= Zm± ill& = total effective coupling impedance
Z12 = r -Fju.

Any capacitance that may exist between the high potential sides
of the two circuits is to be replaced by an equivalent component of Z.,
as already discussed.

The equations of Fig. 1(a) are

Z1i1 - Z1222 = e

Z2i2 Z12i1 = 0,

the solutions of which are

it =

i2

Zee

Z1Z2 - Z122

Z12e

Z1Z2 - Z122

4 That this might be the case was suggested to the writer by Mr. Kelly
Johnson of the Wells -Gardener Company of Chicago.

(8)

(9)

(10)
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We shall have occasion to consider the effects of dissimilar tuning
of the circuits and of resistance in the coupling impedance. However,
both of these circuit conditions can be more readily treated after we
have developed in detail the solutions for the case of X1= X2 = X and
Zit = 0 +j24, a pure reactance.

PART II
CASE OF ISOCHRONOTJS CIRCUITS COUPLED BY A PURE REACTANCE

Since we are dealing with a small percentage frequency range, it
will be permissible to regard u as constant over this range. Let uo be
the value of u at the resonant frequency of either circuit taken alone.
Then Z3.2=juo and (11) becomes

22 =
ZiZ2 u02

Rationalizing, and remembering that X1= X2 = X, we get

I i2I =

jitoe

uoe/A/RIR2

VRIR2(1. 2402

X2 \2 X2 R1+ if112)2
R1R2) R1R2 \\ R2 R1

(12)

(13)

It will now be convenient to introduce a few abbreviations which
will be useful throughout the analysis. Let

s =
U0

A/R1R2

R1 R2 R12 ± R22b = - = (15)
R2 RI. R1R2

V =
X

(16)
VRI.R2

(14)

s is an effective measure of the tightness of coupling, and, since the
term "coefficient of coupling" is commonly given another meaning, we
shall call s the index of coupling.

Inserting these abbreviations, (13) becomes

se
i2 = v,R1R2A / (1 ± $2)2

(17)
2v2(s2 - b/2) + v4

The factor of proportionality e 1 -V R2Ri is of no use in studying
the shape and general characteristics of the resonance curves. Let us,
therefore, get rid of it by introducing another abbreviation:
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y2 = 2-VRIR2 I i2 lie. (18)

2s
Then,

Y2 =
1/(1 s2)2 - 20(82 - b/2) v4

(19)

Equation (18) has been set up so that when the impressed frequency
is equal to the resonant frequency of the circuits (v = 0), y2 will be unity
for critical coupling (s = 1).

Equation (19) completely determines the form of the resonance
curve, and we shall see that it is a very useful expression. s is a measure
of the degree of coupling and b depends solely on the ratio of the circuit
resistances; v is proportional to the reactance of either circuit, which
reactance is proportional, over the range of interest, to the frequency
departure from resonance. Thus

X = coL - 11coC,

L and C being the total constants for either circuit. Let coo/27r be the
resonant frequency and

= coo -I- Aco

X = cooL AcoL - 1/ (wo Aco)C

1 Ow
= cooL AcoL - - (20)

woe cao2C

( 1 Lif
woL -= 2cooL-

wou coo fo

If we denote by XL0 the magnitude of the reactance of the coil
alone, or the condenser alone, at the resonant frequency, then

Ar
X - 2XL0 - (21)

v
_2XL0 Af 4irL

v = (22)
-VRIR2 fo -vie1R2

v is evidently proportional to Of, and changes sign on going through
resonance.

It will be noted that (19) contains only even powers of v, and hence
the curve of y2 vs. v, or of y2 vs. Of, is symmetrical about the resonant
frequency. For large values of Of, the simple relation expressed by (22)
would no longer hold and the resonance curve would depart from sym-
metry.
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UNIVERSAL RESONANCE CURVES

From (19) may be plotted universal resonance curves which allow
the rapid calculation of the frequency characteristics of pairs of iso-
chronous circuits for four different values of R1/R2 (or R2//i1). Curves
of this sort have been developed by Beattyl for the case of identical

Oz

/0

07

04

02

O./

.07

.04.

.02

Z/ /.2 IS 20 2.3- .3.5 5.020 /0

tii

O/0./ 02 04 or 20 20 40 2:0 /0 20 40 ro /00
r0-

Fig. 3-Universal resonance curves for the case of equal circuit resistances.

circuits, which require only a single family. In Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 are
curves for b 2, and 200, respectively,

responding to values of R1/R2 (or R2/R1) of 1, 9.919, 49.98, and 200,
very closely. The curves of Fig. 3 are identical with those of Beatty.

10

0.7

04

02

0./

.07

.04

.02

.0/

0 20 ou /0

02 a# 07 20 20 40 20

Fig. 4-Universal resonance curves for a circuit resistance ratio of 9.19:1.

20 40 70 /00

When one of these families of curves is plotted on a convenient
sized sheet of log paper, the curve of secondary current vs. frequency
can be readily drawn for a given pair of circuits. The family correspond-
ing to the value of R1/R2 to be used is chosen, and the value of
LR/R1R2 is computed. Then the value of v at one kilocycle off tune
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is determined by (22), setting Af =1.0. A piece of the same graph paper
is placed over the family of curves with the horizontal edges of the two
sheets coinciding. The sheets are then laid on a glass plate having a
light behind it, and the blank one moved in a horizontal direction until
the unity abscissa of the blank sheet lies directly over the value of v

LO

ay

0.4

02

0./

.07

.02

6 ff

O

"a/ az 04 or 0 20 40 70 /0 20 40 70 /00

Fig. 5-Universal resonance curves for a circuit resistance ratio of 49.98:1.

computed for one kilocycle, this value being read on the sheet contain-
ing the family of curves. The curve for the desired value of s is then
traced on the upper sheet. The abscissa of this sheet now reads directly
in kilocycles; and the desired resonance curve is obtained.

,

0, 3,r
1 I

I

J./0
'''

,(1 k!
a/ 3'4°

or

04 4, 200

01

6/ \a/ 2 4 7 10 20 40 70 /00
721-'

Fig. 6-Universal resonance curves for a circuit resistance ratio of 200:1.

01 04 07 /

The gently sloping curve near the top of Fig. 4 shows the locus of
the peaks of the resonance curves as s is varied over the range of values
indicated by the appended numerals. Similar curves are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 3 the curve is horizontal, and the scale of s is
shown along the top edge of the figure.
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These four figures show interesting changes that take place in the
resonance curves as R1/R2 is varied. When R1= R2, all curves for cou-
plings greater than unity have the same maximum value of unity, but
when the resistances are unequal the peaks become lower as s is in-
creased above unity. Were the two circuits to be retuned for maximum
secondary current, it would be possible to raise y2 to unity, but the
resonance curve (y2 vs. v) would no longer be symmetrical and would
have one peak less than unity. This lack of symmetry resulting from
the combination of conditions R1 R2 and circuits tuned to different
frequencies will be discussed later.

In Fig. 7 are shown two pairs of curves, the components of each
pair being of similar shape but having different values of b. It will be

1.0

07

04.

ae

0.1

.07

.af

.02

.0/ ae as as go 2.0 40 ZO /0 20 40 70 100

Fig. 7-Comparisons of curves having different values of s and b.

noted that the two peaked curves are very nearly the same shape and
could be brought into substantial coincidence by applying appropriate
multiplying factors to both ordinates and abscissas of one of them. This
fact shows that, for a given ratio of peak to valley of the curve, the
selectivity, from the peak out is not greatly affected by changes in b
(i.e., R1/R2). This is not obvious from a cursory comparison of Figs. 3
and 4.

The other pair of curves shows the contrast due to different values
of b, with transitional coupling in each case.

Under some circumstances still more families of resonance curves,
for other values of R1/R2, might be required. A large set of sheets could
readily be computed from (19), but in many cases the approximate
shape of a resonance curve can be sketched from certain simple rela-
tions which we shall proceed to develop.
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WIDTH BETWEEN PEAKS

To obtain the value of v which makes y2 a maximum, we differenti-
ate (19) with respect to v and equate the derivative to zero. The result
of this process is

v = 0
or,

v. = ± -Vs2 - b/2. (23)

From the shape of the resonance curves, it is evident that v = 0
gives a peak for loose coupling and a minimum (valley) for tight cou-
pling.

Equation (23) can be valid only if s2> b/2. When 82_:b/2, there are
two peaks; when s2.. b/2, there is only one peak. The band width be-
tween peaks is proportional to 2vm.

V. =
471,

-VR1R2
(An.

N/R1R2 V/
s 2

b N/RiR2 / u02 R12 + R22(4). ±
47L 2 47/, 17 R1R2 2R1R2

The band width between peaks is

1 (R12 ± R22)(BW), = 2(Af)m = 27L/
11'2 2

When R1= R2 = R and u0=Mcoo, this reduces to the familiar

(B -W) = 1/22r.L.vm2,002 - R2.

(24)

(25)

HEIGHT OF RESONANCE CURVE AT CENTER

When v =0, (19) becomes

y20 = 2s/(1 82). (26)

This relation is independent of b, and hence of R1/R2. A plot of (26)
is shown in Fig. 8.

WIDTH OF CURVE AT HEIGHT EQUAL TO HEIGHT AT CENTER

To obtain this width, we eliminate y2 between (19) and (26), and
solve for v. The result is

vl = V2(s2 b/2). (27)

From (23) and (27) it appears that

vl = (28)
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or, the width of the curve at a height equal to that at the center is
times as great as the width between the peaks, a result already ob-
tained by Oatley.'

4

2.0

Fig. 8-Gain at the center of the band as a function of coupling index.

HEIGHT OF PEAKS

Putting (23) into (19) gives

2s
Y2m = ,V(1 + 82)2 (82 b/2)2

2s

-V1 s2(2 b) - b2/4

The peak envelope curves of Figs. 4, 5, and 6 have been plotted by
eliminating s between (30) and (23) and plotting y2, vs. vm.

The relations (23), (26), (28), and (30) give the principal features
of the resonance curve. When we add the fact that for large values of
v, y2 is given by

(29)

(30)

y2 = 2s/v2 (31)

we have available the information necessary to sketch in a resonance
curve for any value of b.

RATIO OF PEAK TO VALLEY

The ratio of the height of the peaks to the height of the valley is of
interest, since it determines the frequency distortion inside the passed
band of the filter. This ratio is obtained by dividing (29) or (30) by
(26), which gives

5 C. W. Oatley, "The theory of band-pass filters for radio receivers," Wire-
less Eng., vol. 9, pp. 608-614; November, (1932).
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Y2m 1 + 82
V(1 s2)2 (s2 b/2)2

1 + s2

-V1 + s2(b + 2) - b2/4

Plots of (33) for four values of b are shown in Fig. 9.
20

4.0

4/2.,
"rao $o

2.0

/0

ba

2 4 6 20 30 40 60 /00

Fig. 9-Ratio of peak to valley as a function of coupling index for
various values of the ratio of circuit resistances.

(32)

(33)

CRITICAL COUPLING AND TRANSITIONAL COUPLING

It has often been stated, explicitly or implicitly, that the resonance
curve of a pair of isochronous coupled circuits shows a single peak
when s < 1.0, but shows two peaks when s>1.0.

Now, from the analysis which has been developed, it is evident
that when R1  R2 two peaks will be developed only when s2 > b/2, and
there will be only one peak in the range b/2--.8 >1.0. This is evident
in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Hence the transition from one to two peaks occurs
at6

/R12 ± R22
8 = -Vb/2 = (34)

2R1R2

and the name "transitional coupling" is therefore suggested for this
value of the coupling index.

Equation (34) can also be written

Ri2 + R22
(svces,, 'Ca,C,....d)u = / (35)

which shows that at transitional coupling the total coupling reactance
is equal to the root -mean -square of the total resistances of the primary
and secondary circuits.

6 The same equation in different notation is contained in a paper by E. S.
Purington, "Single and coupled circuit systems," Puoc. I.R.E., vol. 18, pp. 983-
1016; June, (1930).
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Even when the circuit resistances are unequal, the concept of criti-
cal coupling (8=1.0) is a useful one, since it is the value of coupling
index that gives maximum secondary current at the center of the re-
sonance curve, regardless of the value of R,/R2. Moreover, that maxi-
mum current is

or,

yan, =i 1.0 (36)

e
jam = (37)

2VR1R2

Both transitional and critical coupling are useful quantities in the
case of isochronous circuits having unequal resistance. When the resist-
ances are equal, the two quantities become the same.

BAND WIDTH A GIVEN NUMBER OF DECIBELS DOWN

The value of v at which the resonance curve is a given number of
decibels down from its value at the center, for a given value of b and
s, is of interest, since the band width at reduced response is often re-
quired. The inverse relation, in which s is expressed as a function of b
and v, is also useful, since, with a given pair of coils, the value of s re-
quired for a certain band width any specified number of decibels down,
can be calculated.

The ratio of response at any point on the curve to the response at
the center is obtained by dividing (19) by (26). The result is

Y2-= 1 + 82
(38)

Y20 A/(1 + s2)2 - 20(82 b/2) v4

Solving this for v2,

_v2 =(s2 s2 - 2/

we get

1

(1 ± 82)2 0202

2 Y22 )
2 )

The plus sign is chosen to give values of v outside of the peaks. The
minus sign will give values of v inside the peaks, but only for the limited
range of y20/y2 lying between valley and peaks will a real answer
(v2 positive) be obtained.

With a given s and b, the band corresponding to any value of yao/y2
can be readily obtained with the help of (39). Let us now solve (38) for
s in order to obtain an expression which will enable us to choose the
proper coupling coefficient to give a specified band width when b and
y20/y2 are given.
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Let,

F = (Y")2 1.
\ Y2

Solving (39) for s2 we get

(40)

82 = - (1 -
F

/2 + + 2v22
(41)-4- F2.F ) V F

This is a fairly simple equation from which s can be readily calculated.
A case of particular interest is that of response three decibels down

from the center of the curve. Then (y2o/y2)2= 2, or F =1.0, and (41)
becomes

s2= - (1 + v2) + v -V2 + b + 2v2. (42)

Plots of s vs. v for b=2 and b= 10 are shown in Fig 10. These curves

6

J

4 ..71- 6

Fig. 10-Plots of coupling index which will give a response three decibels down
from the center of the resonance curve for the values of v shown in the
abscissa.

give the value of s for any specified band width at three decibels down
from the center of the curve, but tell nothing about how peaked the
resulting resonance curves will be. This last information can be ob-
tained from Fig. 9.

TUNABLE FILTER OF APPROXIMATELY CONSTANT BAND WIDTH

In a tuned radio -frequency receiver, or in the preselector of a super-
heterodyne, it may be necessary to employ a coupled circuit pair that
can be tuned over a fairly wide range, such as the broadcast band.
If R1 and R2 are known for a number of points in the band, the value
of v corresponding to the required band width can be calculated for
each such point and (40) and (41) used to calculate the required value
of s, and hence of u. However, it is not often that R1 and R2, including
coil resistances and reflected resistances, are known with any accuracy
over the band. They may, of course, be measured up, and the design
procedure is then obvious, but an alternate experimental method will,
in many cases, be more convenient. This method we shall now describe.
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The two tuned circuits are temporarily coupled by a calibrated
variable coupling impedance. This may be a small mutual inductance
having a maximum value of about five microhenrys (for a broadcast
band filter) or a variable condenser of good Q having a maximum 'ca-
pacitance of about 0.05 microfarad. The latter is perhaps not as con-
venient, unless a large air variable and a suitable assortment of fixed

mica, or high grade paper, condensers are available. The value of cou-
pling reactance, in ohms, required to give the necessary band width is

experimentally determined for five. or six frequencies within the tuning
range to be covered. There then remains only the problem of choosing
a coupling network which will give a curve of impedance versus fre-
quency that will fit the experimental points. A method of doing this fol-
lows.

Let us suppose that the experimental curve of u vs. f is concave
upward and is of such shape as to make likely the possibility of fitting
it by using a coupling impedance consisting of a mutual inductance
and a common condenser, the mutual inductance being so poled that
its action aids that of the condenser. The total coupling reactance is

Let us introduce a radian

u = /1/.0).(-

u = Mw 1/WC.

velocity co., as yet unspecified.

coa 1

Mw.

(43)

(44)=
MC .wwa2

(7

w

7Mnico.2)'Ccoa

in which

=
CiJa

Now choose co. so that

MCmwa2 = 1. (45)

Equation (45) then becomes

ulMw. = y + 1/7. (46)

For any given case, co. is a constant, and hence u is proportional to
7+1/7.

A plot of (46) is shown as curve I of Fig. 11. In order to fit the ex-
perimental curve to this figure, it is plotted on logarithmic paper of the
same scale and laid on top of the curve representing (46). The upper
sheet is then moved about, keeping the axes of the two sheets parallel,
until the best possible fit is obtained between the experimental curve
and curve I.
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This general method of designing a constant band width filter has
been tested in the laboratory, and is believed to be more convenient
and rapid than any other which is commonly met.

EFFECTS OF SERIES RESISTANCE AND SHUNT RESISTANCE

It is evident from (16) and (19) that the shape of the secondary
current curve is affected by the product of the resistances of the two
circuits, and that an inequality of these resistances will cause no dis-
symmetry in the curve. This last is true only if the circuits are strictly
isochronous, but when that is the case the addition of extra resistance
to either circuit will decrease the secondary current but will not change
the relative height of the two peaks.

When a resistance is connected in shunt to the secondary circuit,
it can be considered as equivalent to a certain value of resistance. in
series with that circuit. To a first approximation, this series resistance
can be regarded as constant, but if the filter is to be tuned over a con-
siderable range, this equivalent resistance will, of course, vary con-
siderably.

The total effective impedance of a resistance and reactance in par-
allel is

R.X2 jXR2
R2 + x2 R2 + x2 (56)

and in any given case this expression may be used to convert the con-
denser and shunt resistance to an equivalent condenser and series re-
sistance that may be regarded as constant over a narrow frequency
band. In practical applications of tuned circuits, the shunt resistance
will be at least ten times the reactance of the condenser, and conse-
quently (56) reduces to

X2

R
jX. (57)

The effective value of the capacity is then unaltered, and the equiva-
lent series resistance is equal to the square of the condenser reactance
divided by the shunt resistance.

SHIFT OF PEAKS WITH VARIATION OF COMMON REACTANCE

The dependence. (4 the frequencies at which the peaks occur upon
the value of the common reactance is a matter of practical interest.
A general idea of the way in which the peaks move may be had from
qualitative considerations, but quantitative relations do not seem to
have been formulated. Let us take as a reference value the total series
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reactance of one circuit exclusive of Xm. Call this quantity Xa. Then,

X = Xa + Xm. (58)

The sign to be used depends, of course, upon the nature of X..

Xa Xm
v + (59)

VRIR2 A/RIR2

The value of v at which the peaks occur is given by (23), from which

we have
(R12 + R22)

Xam = 1Xm ± 1/(Mw ± X.)2
2

(60)

The sign in the first ambiguity depends upon the nature of X, and
is negative when X. is inductive. The sign of the third is plus if M and
X. aid each other in increasing the coupling. The sign of the second
depends upon which peak is being considered.

If La denotes the total inductance of one circuit exclusive of that in

X. and fa= 1/27rA/CLa, we have

X. = 2XLa - 27rLa(Af.). (61)
fa

(Ara). = 27r.L.LT X. ±
(R12 ± R22)1.

(62)(M ± X.)2
2

If X. 0, the two peaks are symmetrical with respect to the reso-
nant frequency fa and move outward as M is increased.

If M = 0, the peaks will be unsymmetrically located with respect to
fa and will move by different amounts when X. is varied. The extreme
case of R1= R2 = 0 will illustrate this. Equation (62) then becomes

1

(Afa)m =
2arLa(T--

X. ± VX.2)

and the peaks occur at

(Afa). = 0 and (Afa). = T
Xmm

-

If X. is a pure inductive reactance the second peak occurs at

2L.
(Aan -fa

La

(63)

(64)

(65)
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In the case just given, one peak stands still while the other keeps a
distance from fm that is directly proportional to Xm. When R1 and R2
are not zero but M is, one peak will move slightly and the other one
more, as X, is varied. In any case, the actual positions of the peaks
and their dependence upon X, can be readily calculated from (62).

UNEQUAL L/C RATIOS

When LiCi =L2C2 but L1/CIL2C2, we may set

L2 =0L1, C2 = C1/0.

Then,
(66)

X2 = °XI, and v2 = Bv1. (67)

Equation (12) may then be written

uoe
22 =

R1R2 - 0X12 u02 + j(R1OX1 R2X1)
(68)

Rationalizing this, and introducing the abbreviations (14) and (16),
we get

uoe
1 12 - (69)1

R1R2V(1 + 82 - Ov12)2

uoe

R1
[Ovi

R2 1 RI

(70)

R1.R2/1/(1 + 82)2 - 20v12 82

Now let,
V = 0v1

and,
GR1B -

OR1 R2
02v14

(71)

(72)

(73)

-
2R2

R2

R2 OR1

Then, introducing these, (70) becomes

2sy2=
V(1 + 82)2 - 2V2(82 - B/2) + V4

which is of exactly the same form as (19), and hence the same families
of resonance curves, Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6, may be used for the study of
isochronous circuits having unequal L/C ratios.
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If, in addition to (66), we have R2 = 04 then B = 2 and the circuits
behave just as if they had equal inductances and equal resistances. If
R2//t1 =L2/Li = 0, the two circuits have the same_ value of Q =c0L/R.

When 0=1, (73) of course reduces to (19), which is seen to be a
special case of the general equation.

This analysis is of use where a transformer action is required of a
pair of tuned coupled circuits.

COMPARISON WITH SELECTIVITY OF A SINGLE TUNED CIRCUIT

The relation between the selectivity of a single tuned circuit and
of a pair each of which is identical with the single circuit is worth con-
sidering.

The current in a single circuit is

R2 + x2 R -V + v2

Define y in such manner as to make it readily comparable to y2, but
at the same time to give it a maximum value of unity.

Rlil
Y = (75)

e

or,
1

Y= /1 + v2

(74)

(76)

Now let us note certain relations between y and y2 when b=2.
When s is so small that s2<<1, (19) becomes

2s 2s
y2 -

v/1 + 2v2 + v4
=

1 + v2
(77)

Consequently, y2, --,y2 when the coupling is very loose. In other words,
two loosely coupled identical circuits have exactly the same selectivity
as two similar circuits separated by a unilateral amplifier.

When the coupling is increased, the selectivity of the coupled pair
is reduced below that of two circuits separated by a tube. However,
the shape of the over-all resonance curve well down from the top is the
same in both cases, since for v sufficiently large y2, -..4/v2, while y2,1/v2

also. As the coupling is changed, the skirts of the curve are moved hor-
izontally without a change of slope (on logarithmic paper).

We may also determine the point at which the resonance curve of a
single circuit, or of a separated pair, intersects the curve of a coupled
pair, assuming a maximum value of y, or y2, or y2 of unity in all cases.

1
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Equation (87) can be written

or,

y2VR2y, _F v.,
8 RI

y1 =
2VR2/R1 + V2

/1/(1 + 82)2 - 2v2 (82
12 )

+ V4

(89)

(90)

This simple relation between primary and secondary current makes
it easy to construct resonance curves of yl vs. v from those of y2 vs. v
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Fig. 13-Comparison of primary and secondary currents for the case of
equal circuit resistances and critical coupling.

which have already been given. Plots of both primary and secondary
current for s =1.0 are shown in Fig. 13 and for s = 2.0 in Fig. 14. The
circuit resistances are assumed to be equal in both cases. The high
peaks and deep valleys of the primary current, even for s =1.0, stand
in sharp contrast to the form of the secondary current.

The value of v which makes yi a maximum may be determined by
differentiating (90) with respect to v, and setting the derivative equal
to zero. On solving for v2, the result is

R2 R2
Vn1 2 = - -

Rig Rl
- (2s2 - b) (1 + s2)2. (91)
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If R1= R2, this reduces to

v,12 = - 1 + 8-V4 + 32.

257

(92)

The two peaks in the primary current will vanish when vna2 reduces
to zero. This will occur when

Or,

.8

.6
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R2
- (282 - b) (1 + 82)2 = 0 ,
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Fig. 14-Comparison of primary and secondary currents for the case of
equal circuit resistances and coupling twice critical.

s2 = - (1
R

+
2

+
R2- (b +

R2
2) +

21(93)R Rl R12

For b = 2.0, we have

or,

82 = -2

s = 0 . 487

N/-5-

. (94)

In order to get rid of peaks in the primary current, the coupling in-
dex must be reduced to less than one half the critical value for the sec-
ondary. When (94) is satisfied, yl will be more than double Y2.
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An expression for the heights of the primary peaks may be obtained
by substituting (91) into (90). The result is somewhat complicated,
and will be given here only for b =2. It is

2V1 4/s2
ylm= 4 - s -V4 s2 s

(95)

Another point to be noted is that when b = 2.0 the curve of yi always
passes through the peaks of y2, when they exist. This can be proved by
substituting (23) into (90). The result is identical with (29) when, and
only when, b= 2.0.

The height of the center of the yl curve is merely

Or,

yio = Y20 i/R2

R1

yio =
2 4/71?2

1 + 82 Rl

(96)

(97)

When s>1.0, this height falls off more rapidly with increasing s than
does that of y2, as has already been noted.

Since the primary current is not usually of as much interest as is
the secondary, it has not been given so detailed a treatment, but enough
relations have been derived to make an extension of the analysis a
simple matter. Equation (89) and the various curves of y2 which have
been given should be of particular use in this regard.

IMPEDANCE ACROSS THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT

In order to develop an expression for this quantity, let us imagine
that the primary is connected in the plate circuit of a screen -grid tube,
as in Fig. 1(b), and further that the internal plate resistance of this
tube is extremely large. The plate current will then be g me, and will be
independent of the impedance across the tuned circuit. This impedance,
which we shall call Za, will be proportional to the voltage developed
across the circuit, or

ea = - Zai, = - Zagaieg, (98)

Since we are dealing with high Q circuits, the difference between
-Zaiz, and +jii/wC will be quite small, and may be neglected. Hence,

-321
Za= (99)

gmegwC
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The vector expression for i1, which may be derived from (81), (82), and
(86) is

From (1),

Hence,

co2C2-VRIR2 [1 ± s2 - v2 jv-Vb + 2]

Also, from (88) and (99), we have

Za - yie

2gmegcoC1/RIR2

and, substituting (101), there results

Za = Y1

y1Xe2

26,2C2-VRIR2 2-VRiR2

(100)

(101)

(102)

(103)

If we consider Xe2 to be constant over the range of interest, then the
impedance across the primary is directly proportional to yi, and can
be calculated from resonance curves of that quantity merely by mul-
tiplying by Xc2/2-VRIR2.

The impedance at v =0 is, from (102), simply

Za, I =

- e( jv)

=
1/RiR2(1 32 - v2 + jv-Vb- 2

peg jgme,
e=

Jaen, we

1/ iV

Za =
Rl

XU2

R1(1 + s2)

and steadily decreases as s increases. When I Za I is small, the voltage
developed across the primary is small, and hence the primary current
will be small. The low value of I Za I which results when s is large goes
with the small value of yi under the same conditions.

Equation (104) indicates that as s->00, I Zao -p0. This value is not, of
course, physically realizable, since s could approach infinity only if
R1 or R2 approached zero.

(104)
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NOTE ON GAIN AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO AS COMPARED
WITH A. SINGLE CIRCUIT

It is sometimes stated that the gain of a stage of high -frequency
amplification is reduced by six decibels if a coupled circuit pair is used
in place of a single tuned circuit. This is true if both circuits of the pair
have a resistance equal to that of the single circuit. However, because
of the resistance reflected into the primary, or into the single circuit,
by the plate of the screen -grid tube, if often happens that the secondary
has a lower resistance than the primary. Under such circumstances,
the loss is not as much as six decibels, as will be readily shown.

If R1 is the resistance of the single circuit and is also the resistance
of the primary of the coupled pair, and R2 is the resistance of the sec-
ondary, then the current in the single circuit will be e/RI, while that in
the secondary will be e/2-VR1R2. The effective driving voltage e will
be the same in both cases, and will be given by (1). Since the same con-
densers are used in both cases, it follows that the ratio of the output
voltages will be

output of coupled pair 1

output of single circuit 2 R2
(105)

If the circuit resistances are equal, the loss is six decibels; if the pri-
mary resistance is twice that of the secondary, the loss is only three
decibels; while if the primary has four times the loss of the secondary,
the loss is zero decibels. This, of course, indicates a transformer action
in the coupled circuit pair. In the case of a preselector, the effective
resistance of the primary is generally higher than that of the second-
ary, because of the resistance reflected into the primary from the
antenna circuit.

Corresponding to the misconception that the use of two circuits will
reduce the gain six decibels, is the statement which is sometimes made
that the use of a two -circuit preselector will reduce the signal-to-noise
ratio of the receiver by a factor of two to one. This is never true, even
when the circuit resistances are equal.

In order to compare the signal-to-noise ratios in the two cases, it
will suffice to consider the case of critical coupling. The antiresonant
resistance across the grid of the tube will be

Zad = Xc2/R1 (106)

for the single circuit case.
Equation (104) was derived for the impedance across the primary.

The impedance across the secondary will, of course, be the same, ex
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cept that RI must be replaced by R2. At critical coupling, the impedance
across the tube in the two -circuit case will then be

I Za2 I = Xc2/2R2. (107)

Now, it is well established that the thermal noise applied to the
grid of the tube is proportional to the square root of the resistance be-
tween the grid and cathode. Consequently, the ratio of noise in the two -
circuit case to that in the one -circuit case will be

N2 4/ Ri
Ni 2R2

(108)

Comparing this with the ratio of the output voltages, which has al-
ready been derived, it is evident that the signal-to-noise ratio will be
reduced by a factor 1/-V2 when two circuits are used instead of one.
This corresponds to a loss of three decibels and is independent of the
ratio of the circuit resistances.

PART III

CIRCUITS NOT STRICTLY ISOCHRONOUS

In most practical cases, we wish to have isochronous circuits, and
the study of the effects of departure from syntonism is of interest in
that it shows the troubles to which a filter may be subject by detuning.
Intentionally detuned coupled circuits are not so likely to be used.
Small amounts of detuning are therefore of greatest interest, and this
is fortunate, since it enables us to use helpful approximations.

In developing this analysis, we shall continue to assume that the
circuits are coupled by a pure reactance. In Part IV, the case of an
impure coupling will be taken up, and we shall then consider that the
circuits are isochronous. In order to be perfectly general, we should
treat the case of nonisochronous circuits coupled by a complex imped-
ance. This would, however, lead to great algebraic complexity and is
entirely unnecessary from the standpoint of practical application. As
long as the detuning is not very great, the effects of these two quantities
may be studied separately and, when necessary, added together.

In studying the effects of detuning, we shall assume that

= L2 = L, and CI. 0 C2. (107)

These conditions are of common occurrence in practice, and happen to
give a relatively simple mathematical treatment. Small inequalities in
the inductances would not change the physical picture or the general
character of the results obtained.
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Referring to Fig. 15, the symbols have the following significance:
L =the resonant frequency of the primary circuit; that is, the

frequency at which the total reactance of L1 and Cl (which
are defined in Part I) =0,

f2 = the resonant frequency of the secondary circuit,
f, = the frequency halfway between fl and f2,
f= the independent variable,

fd =1.1c =Ifc-f21,
Afi =1-
Ar2=f-f2,
Aft = f -L.

fd

Fig. 15-Chart of the frequencies and frequency incrementsused in the analysis of detuned circuits.

From (20), we have

+ + Afc)X1 = 2w1L - 2co,L = Xa Xc (109)fl fc

fa faXd= 2(414f = 2COGL -= 20.12L - (110)
fl fe f2

Xd is the reactance of circuit 1 at the frequency L.
In a similar manner, we have

(A r

12

d) (Af - d)X2 = 20.)21i 2co,L - X, - Xd. (111)
fc

With the help of (109) and (111), we can get rid of the two separate
variables X1 and X2 and have only the single variable Xc, since Xd is a
constant in any given case.

The expression for the secondary current is

141 - Uoe

2R1R2uo2
VR12-1- R22 + R12 ± (R12 ±

2u02X1X u04X-12 112

X22
2

R12 X12+ (R12 _IT X12)2

R 2u 04 (112)
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If we define v1 and v2 by

v1 = X1/-VRIR2, V2 = X2NR1R2 (113)

and similarly,

vd = Xd/ VRiR2 and v, = Xd-VRIR2, (114)

and taking s as defined by (14), we get as our expression for y2

2s
y2 = (115)

Ri R2(1 + 82)2 + v22 + v12 2S2V1V2 V12V22

R2 R1

If, now, we eliminate v1 and v2 with the help of (109), (111), and (114),

there results

2s
Y2 = (116)

[(1 s2 vd2)2 va2(b 2) + 2vcvd - -R1 - 211,2
R1 R2

1/2

82 4_ vd2
2J

vc41

It will be noted that for the first time we have a term in the denomi-
nator which contains the first power of the independent variable. Con-
sequently, the resonance curve will not, in general, be symmetrical,
since this term will be of opposite sign on either side of the center
frequency f,,. However, the dissymmetry can occur only if RIX R2. If
the circuit resistances are identical, detuning will not give unequal
peaks nor in any way upset the symmetry of the resonance curve. On
the other hand, if the resistances are unequal, very serious dissymmetry
may result.

In Fig. 16 is shown the very great effect that detuning has upon the
shape of the resonance curve when the ratio of resistances is nearly
ten to one and the coupling is at the transitional value for the isoch-
ronous condition. It is interesting to note that, in addition to giving
the curve a peculiar and unnatural shape, a small amount of detuning
increases the maximum gain. This last is due to an approach, by the
process of detuning, to the optimum resonance relation of Pierce.'
When this relation is completely fulfilled, it is possible to obtain a
value of unity for ys at one frequency, even though R1 R2 and the cir-
cuits are not isochronous.

7 G. W. Pierce, "Electric Oscillations and Electric Waves," Chap.
McGraw-Hill.
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In Fig. 19 are shown several curves of y20 vs. vd, with s as parameter.
It is evident that, while detuning can be used to increase the coupling
effectively, the gain will always be less than would be the case if the
coupling index were increased.

For a given value of vd, the maximum value of y20 will occur when

s = V1 + vd2. (119)

This defines a sort of generalized critical coupling, and reduces to
s = 1 when vd =O.

/.0 NEMEMIIIIMMEIMMEIM.10111
NEEMENNININIMINEMINIENE
IMEMENNEEMEN11.1.11111.111
EISEMENE=11.111.1....11111
MEM IMMEMENEMENNEIMIN
MEMENEMENNINIMENNEEN
MIENNIEMEMEMEINEENNIN
NNINIMMINNEMEN.11.0.111
ENIMEMENEMENENEENEEN
EMENEENNENNEEMEMEN'ara
NEIMIMMENNINNINIMENNEN/0 2.0 71/7', 3.0 5.0 50

Fig. 19-Curves of gain at the center of the passed band versus the
detuning parameter in the case of equal circuit resistances.

By analogy with the analysis of the isochronous case, it is evident
that the values of v corresponding to the peaks of the resonance curve
are

vm = + vd2 - 1. (120)

Transitional coupling occurs when

s = V1 - vd2, (121)

and cannot be obtained if vd is greater than 1. In other words, there
will always be two peaks when the circuits are detuned enough to
make vd exceed unity, no matter how loose the coupling may be.

By analogy with (29), the value of y2 at the peaks will be

2s
Y2na = (122)

s2 vd2)2 _ (s2 vd2 _ 1)2

v! -ii -en worked out, reduces to
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1

2f 2m =
\/1 vd2/s2

From (118) and (123), it is evident that the ratio of peak to valley
is given by

(:123)

1 + 82 vd2
(124)

Y20
2.02 + vd2

STAGGER TUNED CIRCUITS

A well-known method of obtaining a band-pass filter characteristic
is to use two tuned circuits separated from each other by a screen -grid
tube, and to adjust the circuits to resonance at slightly different fre-
quencies. The equations which have been developed are very conven-
ient for the calculation of the over-all response of such a pair of cir-
cuits. All that is necessary is to set s= 0, and to compute the shape of
the resonance curve from the relation

y=
2

[(1 vd2)2R1vd2(b - 2) + 2vovd(RR:
- R2/

1/2

- 2v2 (vd2 -
2
-b fh,4]

(125)

The correct gain can be obtained by computing its value at a single
point, taking into account the tube constants, and then sliding the
curve (on log paper) to fit this point.

If the two circuits are identical, (125) reduces to

Y

2

V(1 vd2)2 2vd2(vd2 1) + vc4

and the resonance curves of Fig. 3 may be used to obtain the charac-
teristic of the pair.

(126)

PART IV
ISOCHRONOUS CIRCUITS COUPLED BY A COMPLEX IMPEDANCE

In this case, we cannot use juo as the coupling impedance, but must
use the complex form of Z12. We can continue to assume that the reac-
tive component of the coupling does not vary appreciably over the
frequency range of interest, whence we have

Z1.2 = r + juo. (127
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The expansion of (11) now becomes

Zi2e
=

R1R2 - X2 - r2 u02 j(R1X R2X - 2ru)
Now, define a new quantity

t =

(128)

(129)

Then, using the abbreviations which we have previously employed,
(128) may be transformed into

2.02+12
Y2 -

4/(1-1-82-t2)2+4s2t2-4stv-Vb+2-2v2(82-t2---b)+0

40

0.8

06

11 a*

0.3

Lt,

-4. 0

Fig. 20-Effect of resistance in the coupling impedance
when the circuit resistances are equal.

Here again it is evident, from the form of the denominator, that
the curve of y2 vs. v will be unsymmetrical, since a term in the first
power of v is present. However, this term will not vanish when RI= R2,
as was the case with detuning. An increase in b will tend to exaggerate
the dissymmetry, since the term in v will be increased in magnitude, but
the reduction of b to its lowest possible value of two will still leave a
term of great importance.

In Fig. 20 are shown two curves for t= 0.2 and for two different
values of s. These curves have been computed for the case of capaci-
ance coupling, which makes uo, and hence s, negative. If a common
inductance were to be used as a coupling element, the high -frequency
peak would be raised and the low -frequency peak depressed.

A point of interest is that the curves of y2 are for the first time
greater than utity. In the case of pure reactive coupling and isochro-
nous circuits, the peaks of the resonance curves always had a value of

'fv, while the maximum value of the secondary current was

(130)
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e/2-V/i1i?2, and our physical intuition would lead us to expect that
larger values of current were not possible under any circumstances.

This expectation is correct. The difficulty here is that, when t
is increased, the total resistance around each circuit is also increased,
since, as will be remembered, R1 and R2 both include the resistance of
the coupling impedance, if any. Take for simplicity the case of R1= R2.
When t is 0.2, the R1 and R2, which enter into the definition of t, s, etc.,
are each increased by twenty-five per cent of the values which they
they would have for t= 0. There will always be a frequency at which
currents can flow around the two circuits in series, without passing
through the common impedance and without meeting any reactance.
Under such circumstances, the current would encounter a reduced total
resistance, and consequently could exceed the value e /2R. This is not
quite an accurate picture, since the current leaving the primary would,
of course, divide between the secondary and the coupling impedance,
and our argument would be slightly modified. But the foregoing illus-
trates clearly why it is possible to obtain values of y2 greater than
unity when there is resistance in the coupling impedance.

Low Q CONDENSER BETWEEN HIGH POTENTIAL SIDES OF CIRCUITS

It was pointed out in Part I that if there is a large impedance Zh
between the high sides of the tuned circuits this can be replaced by an
equivalent impedance Z8 in the common leg. Moreover if Zh has a posi-
tive real part, Z, will have a negative real part. Hence if the capaci-
tance across the high sides has a low Q we shall effectively introduce a
small negative resistance in the common leg of the two circuits. This
will result in a change in the sign of the term in tin (130) and hence the
low -frequency peak of the resonance curve will be depressed. This is
just the reverse of the effect caused by a low Q in C..

CASE OF t2 SMALL

Equation (130) is valid for any values of s and t, but in many prac-
tical instances t will be due entirely to a moderate loss in a coupling
condenser, and will be rather small. Under such circumstances, it will
be permissible to neglect t2 entirely, whence (130) becomes

2s
Y2 = (131)

1/ (1 ± s2)2 - 4stv-Vb ± 2 - 2v2 (32 - +- v4
2

which is identical, except for the term in v, with the relation (19) that
proved so useful in the case of pure reactance coupling. Let us rewrite
(131) in the form
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Y2 =

1/(1

X Vi

2s
(132)

s2)2 - 202(82 --b )-F 54
2

4s2 tv-Vb + 2

(1 + s2)2 - 2v2 (s2 -
2

+ v4

and, for the time being, denote by Y2 the value of y2 when t= O. Y2
is, of course, the same as y2 in Part II. Equation (132) can now be
written

y2=
Y2

tv
1722 - + 2

s

(133)

With the help of thisilast relation, it is an easy matter to construct,
from the' arts of Fig 3 to 6, resonance curves for a pair of circuits
coupled by an impedance of reasonably small power factor. This may
be done by assigning a value to v, picking the corresponding value of
Y2 from the proper chart, and substituting into (133).

Moderately small losses in the coupling impedance may well produce
a considerable dissymmetry in the resonance curve. The more peaked
the curve would be with t = 0, the more effect a small value of t will
have upon it. Thus, a little computation will show that if Is! =2.5 and
t= 0.05, and b = 2, the resulting resonance curve will have peaks which
differ in magnitude by approximately one decibel. And yet this value
of t corresponds to a Q for the coupling impedance of about fifty. Many
paper condensers have Q's as low as this or lower, at radio frequencies.

APPROXIMATE HEIGHT OF RESONANCE PEAKS

In this part, and in Part III as well, the determination of the value
of v which will make y2 a maximum by straightforward differentiation
leads to a cubic equation in v. The solution of this equation yields, in
either case, results so complicated as to be of little value. However, in
the case of an impure coupling impedance, with t reasonably small, we
can get an approximate value of the peak heights from (131) or from
(133) by assuming that the abscissas of the peaks are the same as they
would be with t = 0. These abscissas, which are given by (23), may be
substituted into either of the expressions for y2, and the heights of the
two peaks, corresponding respectively to the positive and negative
valuef_v, are then easily computed. In fact, a determination of the
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peak heights by (133) and Figs. 3 to 6 will often suffice to show what .a
coupling impedance of known phase angle will do to the resonance
curve of a filter.

CASE OF P uttE RESISTANCE COUPLING

In this case, s =0, and (130) becomes

2t

1/(1 t2) + 2v2 (t2 + b1 +v4
2

This equation contains only even powers of v, and hence the resonance
curve must be symmetrical. Moreover, all of its terms are positive,
since t is always less than unity, and thc ;fore the curve can never have
more than one peak, a result already weillmown.

It will be noted that when v = 0, it is 'pd-gsible for y2 to be greater
than unity. The reason for this has already bee:, explaine- -

If I is quite small, (134) reduces to

21
Y2 = (135)

+ bv2 + v4

In the case of pure reactive coupling, we have, when s is quite small,

Y2

Y2 =
2s

-V1 + bv2 + v4

which is of exactly the same form as (135). Moreov,, the denominator
of (130) will reduce to the same form when s2 and 12 art, neglected.
Hence, we have the interesting result that when two circuits are loosely
coupled, the form and amplitude of the secondary current resonance
curve will depend only upon the magnitude of the coupling impedance
and not at all upon its phase angle. This is, of course, in sharp contrast
to the conditions which exist with tighter coupling.

(134)
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BOOK REVIEW

"Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. A Ready -Reference Book of Chemical
and Physical Data," twenty-first edition, Charles D. Hodgman, Editor -in -
Chief, 2023 pages. Chemical Rubber Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Price $6.00.

This handbook is so well and favorably known that a notice of the twenty-
first edition need concern itself only with the changes and additions that have
been made.

In the first section-Mathematical Tables-the order of the material has
been altered from an alphabetical arrangement to one based on purpose. Thus
the tables come first and the mathematicaYormulas last. There has been con-
siderable material on statistical mathematL ,dded; the numerical tables have
been much enlarged, and an entirely new haversines added.

In the second section-Properties and ' Constants-the table of
isotopes has been revised and brought up to date, an .1 in addition a most valu-
able table giving a large number of properties of comme 'ciallybbtair.ble plastics
has been added.

In the third section no new topics have been added and it remains practi-
cally identical with the same section of the twentieth edition. The fourth section
also remains much as before, the only addition of note being a table to facilitate
the reduction of gas volumes to standard conditions of temperature and pres-
sure.

In the fifth section, the part on laboratory arts and recipes has been much
enlarged and enriched, as has also the part on photographic formulas. In addi-
tion, an entirely new table of the acceleration due to gravity, latitude, longitude,
and elevation has been added.

These additions have increased the number of pages by 72 the volume now
attaining a rather unwieldy bulk due to its upward of 2000 pa ...Al the present
rate of growth, it would seem that before long the editors would Litt .o consider
the advisability of issuing the handbook in two (naore volumes if its usefulness
is to continue unimpaired. Indeed, in the present edition the book is so bulky
and the inside margins are so narrow that it is in many places difficult to read the
data on the inside columns. In view of the great usefulness of the handbook, the
reviewer trusts that the editors will give careful consideration to this feature of
convenience in use in planning further editions.

* Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C.
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HOW MUCH DOES THE TELEPHONE Wi.V.

It is easy to figure how much
the telephone costs. It is not
easy to reckon how much it
saves.

A single telephone call may
save a life-brighten a friend-
ship or a day-sell a bill of
goods or land a job.

One telephone call may be
worth more to you than the
cost of the service for months
and years to come.

The telephone saves you
priceless hours of time each
week-spares you trips

through snow and storm these
uncertain winter days.

Without moving from the
warmth and comfort of your
own fireside, you are in touch
with stores and friends and
office-by telephone. The cost
is but a few cents a day. In
return, the telephone offers
you increasing measure of
security, convenience,
happiness and
achievement.

BELL TELEPHONE SYST
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The Ultimate
Supet-Senlitanty
1. * No Current Draw
2. ** Self -Calibration
3.***No External Field

Effect

74:1 1)L;81777

VACUUNi
VOLTMETER

MODEL 1250

* Means accuracy cannot be affected by the
current draw of the instrument itself. No
current draw and permanent accuracy of
Triplett Vacuum Tube Voltmeter is assured
by the self -calibrating Fridge circuit used.

** The most important advancement in cir
suit design for precision electrical instru- -
ments in recent years.
*** No external field effect means stra
will not affect reading.

Laboratories and engineers will use and im-
mediately appreciate the significance of this
remarkable instrument. Indispensable also in
the servicing field for measuring electrical
impulses either A.C. or D.C. of low magni-
tude such as the carrier wave of signal cir-
cuits, and particularly for television work.
The self -calibrating feature is automatic
with the tube bridge circuit developed by
Triplett engineers (Pat. Pend.). The initial

al\1617ti ii)LET*171*

PiZedikllt
ECTR I CAL INSTRUMENTS

DEALER
PRICE

$33 34

operation of adjusting the bridge at the zero
level insures exact calibration independent
of tube emission values or when replacing
tubes.

Model 1250 is furnished with Triplett tilt-
ing type twin instrument. One instrument in-
dicates when bridge is in balance. The other
is a three range voltmeter with scales read-
ing in peak A.C. and D.C. voltages. Ranges
are 2.5, 10 and 50 volts. Other ranges to
order.

Modal 1250 is complete with all necessary
accessories including 1-84, 1-6C6, 1-76. Case
is metal with black wrinkle finish, panels
are silver and black.

THIS IS A TRIPLETT MASTER UNIT
See your jobber. Write for more information.

The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
212 Harmon Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

['Without obligation please send me complete.
Information on Triplett Vacuum Tube Volt-
meter.
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The Notitute of 3abio Cnineero
Incorporated

330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.
APPLICATION FOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP

(Application forms for other grades of membership are obtainable from the
Institute)

To the Board of Directors
Gentlemen:

I hereby make application for Associate membership in the Institute of Radio
Engineers on the basis of my training and professional experience given herewith,
and refer to the members named below who are personally familiar with my work.

I certify that the statements made in the record of my training and profes-
sional experience are correct, and agree if elected, that I will be governed by the
constitution of the Institute as long as I continue a member. Furthermore I agree
to promote the objects of the Institute so far as shall be in my power, and if my
membership shall be discontinued will return my membership badge.

(Date)

(Sign with pen)

ddress for mail)

Sponsors.
(Signature of references not required here)

Mr. Mr.

Address Address.

City and State City and State

Mr.

Address

City and State

The following extracts from the Constitution govern applications for admission to the
Institute in the Associate grade:

ARTICLE II-MEMBERSHIP
Sec. 1: The membership of the Institute shall consist of:    (c) Associates, who shall be

entitled to all the rights and privileges of the Institute except the right to hold any elective
office specified in Article V.   *

Sec. 4: An Associate shall be not less than twenty-one pears of age and shall be a person who
is interested in and connected with the study or application of radio science or the radio arts.

ARTICLE III-ADMISSION AND EXPULSIONS
Sec. 2:    Applicants shall give references to members of the Institute as follows:    for

the grade of Associate, to three Fellows, Members, or Associates;    Each application for
admission    shall embody a full record of the general technical education of the appli-
cant and of his professional career.

ARTICLE IV---FNTRANCE FEE AND DUES
Sec. 1:    Entrance fee for the Associate grade of membership is $3.00 and annual dues

are $6.00.

ENTRANCE FEE SHOULD ACCOMPANY APPLICATION
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The Greatest Choice of

ELECTROLYTICS
THERE'S the widest choice of types,

sizes, capacities, voltages, mount-
ings and connections when you specify

AEROVOX electrolytics.

Indeed, a sign that chassis or assembly

as you t: " 1,-st. When it comes to
electrolyti can count th.. AERO-

VOX for u ally and elec-

trically fitted to yo ct needs. No
need to improvise. No interference with
your own plans. No engineering regi-
mentation because of condensers.

Mean-bile, a complete electrolytic con-

denser &Teflon department-a plant
within a plant-meets any delivery
schedules.

Write: Simply state your condenser prob-
lems. Our engineers will help solve

them. Quotations cheerfully given. Copy of our
general catalog, covering the complete condenser
and resistor line, is yours for the asking.

AEROVOX CORPORATION
71 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities
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THE dream of yesterday is the accom-
plished fact of today. Regular air

service across the Pacific by Pan
American Clipper ships has added an
important link in the world's transpor-
tation facilities.

Back of this spectacular service, and
making its success possible, is a com-
plete system of radio beacons and com-
munication. Technical excellence and
reliability distinguish the radio equip-
ment both in the air and on land. RF
switch gear, bushings, tube sockets,
inductances, condensers and other parts
make use of ISOLANTITE insulation in
all this radio equipment. ISOLANTITE
in your equipment will assure befit
results.

ISOLANT1
233 Broadway, New

Factory at Bellevnie,

CANTON;'

PHILIPPINE IS. GUAM IS.

:MIDWAY IS

WAKE fe

SAN FRANCISCO

Western El%
14-A Transco
used at all of

land stations c
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per ships. Nol.
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(1) Hang it up.

(2) Left: as a non -direc-
tional mike. Right: as a
directional mike.

* Nk
633A MIKE -
-the 633A "Salt -s"
ball," it's a 2 -in -1 n
tional, when you s.
acoustic baffle.

Designed by Bell
is small, sturdy, ide
Its unusuall,' low

*
.'stern t.teetries newest
e. Like the famous "8

directional, (2) Direc-
-ientifically designed

,ratories, the 633A
note pick-up job.
e you!

22A SP " -Small, light, tough
and rugger . etime -Western Elec-
tric's new 2.. riable. It gives you highest
quality at It: cost I set-up-easy operation
under toughens conditionk including total darkness.

High spot features you'll like: stabilized feedback
-frequency characteristic' flat from 30 to 10,000
cycles-low distortion-operation from 115 volt 50/60
cycle AC supply or batteries -4 mike mixers and main
gain control-completely factory wired and tested.
Delivery ? -in stock eady to ship!

For full details or these two new aids to better
broadcasting, write iraybar Electric Co., Graybar
Building, New 'fork -or Graybar's nearest branch.

Western electric
Distributed by GRAYBAR Electric Co. In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.

RADIO TELEPHONE BROADCASTING EQUIPMEN'-'
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Change in Mailing Address
or Business Title

Members of the Institute should use this form to notify the Institute
office of a change in their mailing address or the listing of their com-
pany affiliation or title.

The Secretary
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
330 West 42nd Street
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(Print or type)
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A NEW STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR

We are pleased to announce that fot:
model, now used by a large number of
Departments, an improved instrument is
tional features which will be immediately

( I) Continuous range from 85 kcs.
to 25 mcs; in eight steps, the latter
being selected by a rotating coil
turrett, thus avoiding the use of
"plug-in" coils.

(2) Precision Straight Line Fre-

quency Tuning Condenser is incor-
porated together with fine tuning
control for selectivity measure-

ments.

(3) Improved screening at high

'ss of the previm
eft,

addi-

(4) D 'fined for alternative M-ains
or battery operation:

- (sr-.%uitabl.e for internal and ex-
ternal modulation. The modulation
scale individually calibrated

against Cathode Ray :.be, ensur-
ing a high degree of a curacy.

' Output I microvolt to I volt
with a 7,ing controlled attenuator
switch to avoid overloading the

thermal milliamrneter, on the high-
est range of output settings above

frequencies. 0:5 volts.

\
FULL DETAILS ON APPLIC TION

MARCONI-EKCO INs-TRJMENTS, LTD.
Electra House, Victoria Err' ..kment, London, W.C. 2 England
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A bright ach'
Tl. condenser ign .
in construction, it is the pro' in!.
of over a quarter of a century of
Cornell Dubilier n in
condenser manufacture. For pe Ti
stands for something more thr n just
a very fine engineering achie %foment.
The INTEGRITY and visw.,)N wistich
is part of everv, product we
is a part of it. it this INITGRiTY
and VISION which we bent will
win universal approval for tt Type
11, to maintain the Cornell- hiller

new, -y it adernark as a "Badge of Honor"!

The Type It, capacitors are im.
pregnated and filled with Dykanol
and hermetically sealed in round
aluminum containers. Designed fot
inverted mounting with one terminal
insulated from the container and
the other connected thereto. They
also can be used in any pos'tion
equired, without affecting the unit

available in a complete range from
600 to 15C0 volts D.0 Complete in.
forrna'lot, .;'ontained in catalog 1,35,
free o veclucst.

1.-1:111BILIER CORPORATION SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.



ENGINEERING DIRECTORY

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
for Standard or Special

Radio Frequency Applications

Write for Catalog

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO.
230 Union Station Bldg.

ERIE, PENNA.

Cathode Ray Tubes

PRACTICAL RADIO
ENGINEERING

One year Residence Course
Advanced Tome Study Course
Combined Home Study -Residence

Course
Write for details

Capitol Radio Engineering
Institute

Washington, D.C.

MICROPHONE
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zero resit lance, in trial. surements the residual resistance of the
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very short; fot r laminations of phosphor bronze, formed and spaced
to act as four independent brushes in parallel, are used for each switch
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smooth and even contact is obtained; the brushes are shaped to wipe
across, the face of the contacts, preventing grooving and providing a
wider contact surface; the faces of the contact- are ground flat.

In all other parts of the Type 602 Decade Resistance Boxes the same
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Tl'ese boxes feature very to temperature coefficients, permanent cali-
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